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Abstract: This review paper focuses on dislocations and plastic deformation in magnesium oxide
crystals. MgO is an archetype ionic ceramic with refractory properties which is of interest in several
fields of applications such as ceramic materials fabrication, nano-scale engineering and Earth sciences.
In its bulk single crystal shape, MgO can deform up to few percent plastic strain due to dislocation
plasticity processes that strongly depend on external parameters such as pressure, temperature, strain
rate, or crystal size. This review describes how a combined approach of macro-mechanical tests,
multi-scale modeling, nano-mechanical tests, and high pressure experiments and simulations have
progressively helped to improve our understanding of MgO mechanical behavior and elementary
dislocation-based processes under stress.
Keywords: MgO; dislocations; mechanical properties; nano-mechanics; multi-scale modeling;
extreme conditions

1. Introduction
MgO is a well-known crystalline ceramic, maybe the simplest one, and its mechanical properties
were widely investigated during the second half of the 20th century, mainly at the macroscopic scale.
In this review, we emphasize how more modern methods, e.g., multi-scale modeling, nano-indentation
and high-pressure experiments, lead to significant advances in our understanding of the plasticity of
MgO. For example, atomic scale simulations in MgO allow characterizing pressure, temperature and
strain-rate controlled transitions in plasticity processes responsible for viscosity variations in the deep
Earth. At the same time, recent experimental developments such as testing at the nano-scale allowed
investigating dislocation nucleation processes in MgO, opening new routes toward ultra-hard ceramics
fabrication. These recent and exciting technical developments allow theorists and experimentalists to
work even more closely together.
The article presents past and current progresses on dislocation and plasticity understanding in
MgO (and related ceramics) based on several technical points of view. An effort was made to parse
various fields of applications such as mechanical engineering, theoretical physics, materials science as
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well as geosciences, equally represented through experimental and theoretical case studies. The article
is organized as follows:

•

•

•

•

In Section 2, basic knowledge on MgO plasticity is described based on an exhaustive literature
review of macro-mechanical testing. Lattice structure and slip systems are introduced as well as
the main mechanical properties of MgO based on constant strain-rate and creep experiments.
In Section 3, we focus on multi-scale modeling of MgO plasticity. This section relies on atomic
scale simulations (dislocation core modeling) and their implications for large scale simulations
such as dislocation dynamics and crystal plasticity.
In Section 4, recent improvements in nano-mechanical testing, i.e., nano-indentation, micro- and
nano-compression, are introduced. Special attention will be paid on elementary dislocation
processes occurring in the small interrogated volumes.
In Section 5, the role of high pressure on dislocations and MgO plasticity is detailed. Based on
both modeling and experimental approaches, we describe how pressure affects basic deformation
processes in MgO with implications in both materials sciences and geosciences.

The knowledge on MgO mechanical properties recently reached a focal point in which dislocations
properties at different scales play a key role. From the atoms to the polycrystal, experimental and
numerical investigations enable multi-scale crossed-connections that drastically multiply the field of
applications of this new knowledge to the entire class of ceramic materials.
2. Mechanical Properties of MgO Single Crystal: The Contribution of Macro-Mechanical Tests
MgO is an ionic ceramic which is mainly used for its refractory properties in furnaces and
flame retardants as well as a compound for some technical ceramics for the construction industry
(e.g., cements). Moreover, MgO is also a model material for the investigation of plastic deformation
and dislocation mobility in ionic ceramics. The very first studies focusing on dislocation traces close
to a micro-indent were performed in the 1950s [1]. These years marked the opening of a new field
of research with the refined analysis of dislocation-based deformation processes in ionic crystals,
especially those with relatively simple crystalline structure.
2.1. Lattice, Dislocations and Slip Systems in MgO
MgO atomic stacking is characterized by the B1 cubic crystalline structure (space group Fm3m)
that is also called the rock-salt (NaCl) structure. Its lattice parameter is about 4.21 Å at ambient
conditions and its atomic structure is made of oxygen and magnesium atoms spread by half the
diagonal of the cube. The B1 crystal structure can be described as two entangled anionic and cationic
fcc sub lattices (see Figure 1a).
Unlike the widespread belief that ceramics, including MgO, are too brittle to deform by
anything other than cracking, they may indeed also deform plastically by dislocation glide or climb.
This controversial affirmation is particularly true in single crystals assuming both limited plastic and
fracture strains. Furthermore, the dense planes and directions paradigm that usually rules slip system
definition does not apply for oxides and especially not for the MgO B1 structure that is characterized by
an alternative sequence of ionic and cationic {111} planes. In ionic crystals, an additional prerequisite
is deduced from the impossibility of shearing planes that bring same charge sign ions close together.
This explains why dislocation glide in MgO is localized in less dense {110} or {100} slip planes with
1
⁄2<110> Burgers vectors, as shown Figure 1 [2–4].
Whatever the temperature range, there is a vast amount of valuable data about <100>-oriented
single crystals available in the literature. This is due to {100} cleavage planes that facilitate such sample
preparation. Hence, compression tests and critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) focusing on {110}
slip are often shown for a wide range of temperatures. It remains challenging, however, to obtain
single-crystal deformation data for {100} slip for which sample preparation is more difficult.
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Figure 1. (a) Perspective view of the MgO crystalline structure. The unit cell is drawn with black lines
and the crystal is oriented along the cubic orientation. (b,c) Illustrations of the shearing process for the
(b) 1⁄2<110>{110} and (c) 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems. The same orientation is used and the atoms displaced
during the shearing process are labeled in red. Black arrows refer to typical Burgers directions.

Dislocations slip systems in MgO were investigated using ex situ atomic force and transmission
microscopy. They are referenced in Table 1. In the study of Hulse and collaborators, the authors showed
that CRSS are larger in 1⁄2<110>{100} than in 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems for temperatures ranging from
300 K to 1500 K [5]. This study emphasizes that only four out of six 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems are
effective under <100> and <110> compression, with Schmid factors of about 0.5 and 0.25, respectively.
Investigating the influence of orientation and anisotropy properties, the authors underline that the
compressive yield stress is twice as high for orientations with 0.25 Schmid factors verifying the validity
of the Schmid law for MgO. This study does not show any evidence of dislocation slip in 1⁄2<110>{111}
slip systems. Schmid factors for {110}, {100} and {111} modes and <100>, <110> and <111> compression
axis (CA) are shown Table 2.
Table 1. 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems in MgO.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6

Plane

110
(110)
011
(011)
101
(101)

→

b
1
2 [110]
1
2 110
1
2 [011]
1
2 011
1
2 [101]
1
2 101

Index
7
8
9
10
11
12

Plane

(001)
(001)
(100)
(100)
(010)
(010)

→

b
1
2 [110]
1
2 110
1
2 [011]
1
2 011
1
2 [101]
1
2 101

Table 2. Schmid factors in main 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100} slip modes and additional 1⁄2<110>{111}
for compression axis CA = <100>, <110> and <111>.
CA
<100>
<110>
<111>

1

⁄2<110>{110}

0.5 for 4/6 systems
0.25 for 4/6 systems
0 for all systems

⁄2<110>{100}

1

0 for all systems
√
2/4
(~0.35)
for 4/6 systems
√
2/3 (~0.47) for 3/6 systems

1
⁄2<110>{111}
√
√6/6 (~0.41) for 8/12 systems
√6/6 (~0.41) for 4/12 systems
6/9 (~0.27) for 6/12 systems

Etched surface analyses were also performed to characterize slip localization [6–8]. In the study
of Day et al. [7], dislocation slip is confined in a single slip system between room temperature and
1000 K. From 1000 K to 1400 K, two conjugate 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems (with orthogonal slip planes)
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interpenetrate and produce the strain. This configuration is also mentioned in the work of Copley [8].
In both temperature regimes, the initial distribution of dislocations plays a key role on the primary slip
plane activity. At higher temperatures, the authors mentioned the activity of both 90◦ and 60◦ /120◦
slip system configurations. In all configurations, TEM analyses show an increase of the dislocation
density along the <111> directions, typical of {110} slip plane intersections [9].
Contrary to metallic fcc structures, very few studies mention 1⁄2<110>{111} dislocation slip in
MgO single crystals [10,11]. On the other hand, dislocation cross-slip was observed in {112} and {122}
planes during in situ TEM tests [12]. These observations were confirmed in nano-indentation tests [13]
considering confined deformation at particularly high-stress under the indenter (see Section 4).
2.2. Critical Resolved Shear Stress (CRSS)
Hulse, Copley and Pask performed a set of compression tests on single crystals investigating the
CRSS and deformation processes in both slip modes [5,8,14]. Temperatures investigated range from
100 K up to 1400 K for the 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems. In their analysis, the authors discuss the role of
thermally-activated processes (e.g., lattice friction, impurities) on CRSS variations. The reader can refer
to Ref. [8] for a detailed overview of this work.
The study of Appel and Wielke focuses on CRSS measurements in the 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems
down to 4 K [15]. The authors emphasize that, even if impurities (especially iron) interact with
defects restricting dislocation glide, they cannot explain alone the non-linear variations of CRSS with
temperature and thus assume a Peierls, lattice-friction, mechanism to proceed. The lowest temperatures
investigated lead to stresses of about 118 MPa (T = 4.2 K) and 132 MPa (T = 5.6 K). Extrapolating
Appel and Wielke data, one can evaluate a Peierls stress of about 150 MPa in 1⁄2<110>{110}. While the
uncertainty is of the order of a few tens of MPa close to 0 K, this study confirms this value as
an approximate proxy of the Peierls stress for 1⁄2<110>{110} slip in MgO, as already proposed in
previous studies [16,17].
Several additional studies addressed the effect of temperature on the CRSS for the 1⁄2<110>{110}
slip systems [18–22] while only few datasets focus on 1⁄2<110>{100} [5,8,22]. These data are shown in
Figure 2. Several interpretations can be made from this master plot. First, one can confirm Appel and
Wielke [15] hypothesis stating that deformation is controlled by lattice friction at low temperature
(T < 100 K) as most of the experiments show significant non-linear variations of the CRSS over few tens
of MPa, which is the signature of a Peierls mechanism. Nevertheless, the data scatter observed at
intermediate temperatures (100 K < T < 600 K) might be the sign of other thermally activated processes
such as dislocation versus impurities interactions or precipitate hardening. This point will be discussed
later. At high temperature (T > 600 K), forest dislocation interactions lead to a stress plateau of about
15 MPa at least up to 1900 K. Concerning the 1⁄2<110>{100} hard mode, besides wider stress variations,
no conclusion can be made about 1⁄2<110>{100} Peierls stress from macro-mechanical tests. A simple
guess larger than 1 GPa can be inferred from Barthel’s data extrapolation.

Figure 2. CRSS for (a) 1⁄2<110>{110} and (b) 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems in MgO single crystal under
compression. Details about impurity contents can be found in original articles and in Ref. [23].
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2.3. Temperature-Dependent Dislocation Microstructures
Based on the CRSS master plot in Figure 2, one can define two main deformation regimes for
MgO single crystal. At low to intermediate temperatures, MgO deformation is in a thermally-activated,
“bcc-like”, regime characterized by wide CRSS variations for which both lattice and solute frictions
influence the deformation. At high-temperature, the mechanical response of MgO is described by
a “fcc-like” regime, where dislocation interactions lead to a stress steady-state (or weak variations).
Based on the metallic alloys terminology, an athermal transition temperature Ta that emphasizes the
transition between the thermally-activated regime (T < Ta ) and the so-called athermal regime (T > Ta )
is defined. For 1⁄2<110>{110}, Ta ranges from 600 K to 800 K depending on the experimental dataset.
CRSS vary less rapidly for 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems and Ta > 1300 K.
Dislocation microstructures developed during single crystal compression tests were characterized
using in situ TEM [24,25]. At room temperature, straight and long screw dislocations are observed in both
the {110} and the {100} slip planes [24,26]. Their velocity is assumed to follow a stress-exponent [16,27]
or an Arrhenius-like dependency [28,29]. This dislocation microstructure is typical of high lattice friction
materials. Edge dislocations are shorter and glide at higher velocity when compared to screw. In MgO,
they are generally observed during the first stage of deformation similarly to α-iron [30], except in the case
of dipoles formation [25]. Beyond the transition temperature, dislocations exhibit a viscous behavior typical
of fcc metals as shown, e.g., in the work of Clauer and Wilcox [10]. Both dislocation microstructures are
illustrated on Figure 3.

Figure 3. TEM micrographs of (a) room temperature dislocations extracted from a 45◦ shear band using
the High-Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM). Dislocations are elongated along the screw direction.
S, E and b refers to Screw, Edge and to the Burgers vector respectively. Image reproduced from Ref. [26]
with the permission of Springer Nature; (b) [110] thin section, 1400 ◦ C. The dislocation curvature is more
isotropic when compared to room temperature. Image reproduced from Ref. [10] with the permission of
John Wiley and Sons.

2.4. On the Role of Impurities and Heat Treatments on CRSS and Dislocation Mobility
Several studies refer to the influence of point defects on CRSS in MgO [8,14,18,20,21]. Generally,
the CRSS increase in the intermediate range of temperature is justified by the impurities oxidation
state [21,31,32] and their spatial distribution [1,33,34], both parameters being intrinsically linked to the
heat treatment processed before deformation.
In the study of Gorum and collaborators [33], the authors investigate the role of iron on
1
⁄2<110>{110} CRSS. Three main results can be emphasized: (i) For an as cast sample including
10 ppm of iron, the CRSS is of about 40 MPa at room temperature. For a 30 ppm sample, it is
140 MPa and increases up to 180 MPa for a concentration of about 3000 ppm. Therefore, we can
conclude that, without heat treatment, MgO CRSS depend strongly on the impurities content (at room
temperature); (ii) A heat treatment at 2000 ◦ C on a sample containing 3000 ppm of iron deformed at
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room temperature leads to lower CRSS when compared to an as cast sample that contains only 30 ppm
of iron. Furthermore, it increases its ductility; (iii) A faster cooling rate after heat treatment decreases
the CRSS while increasing the sample ductility.
Obviously, heat treatment and cooling rate control the spatial distribution of impurities in crystalline
materials. A slow cooling rate allows the impurities to drift toward dislocation and pin them. With a faster
cooling rate, impurities are maintained in solid solution which limits the impurity hardening effect.
For ceramics, this process was discussed by Johnston and Gilman [1]. In addition, several studies emphasize
the role of heating atmosphere during heat treatment [21,32]. Indeed, a reductive atmosphere (e.g., argon gas)
will favor divalent ions that are known to have a weaker strengthening effect than trivalent impurities,
merely obtained when the heat treatment is performed in air.
In the early 1970s, the group of Messerschmidt (Halle, Germany) did an impressive work
quantifying the interaction between dislocations and point defects, especially to interpret observations
made in the High-Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM) [12,24,35–42]. Among others, a model for
point obstacle crossing activation energy is proposed [37] as well as a comparison between TEM
observations and calculation of point defect distance distribution [43]. For an exhaustive review of this
work, the reader can refer to the book by Messerschmid [26].
Several sets of experiments were proposed by Singh and Coble to investigate stress and
temperature dependency of dislocation velocity in MgO [16,27]. One concerns pure samples with
about 100 ppm impurities (including 20 ppm of iron). Pure samples were all subjected to a preliminary
40 h heat treatment in air at 1300 ◦ C. Then, some of the samples were again heated at 1200 ◦ C for
one week under a reductive atmosphere to decrease the content of trivalent cations. These last are
referred to as “Pre” while others are called “Pox”. Finally, successive micro-indentations tests were
performed to measure dislocation velocity at room, 100 ◦ C and 150 ◦ C temperatures. Results can be
resumed as follows. First, the velocity of edge dislocations is always larger than the one of screw
dislocations which confirms the aforementioned TEM studies. At room temperature, “Pox” samples
are characterized by a lower dislocation velocity than “Pre” samples, even for comparable trivalent
Fe ions concentrations (respectively, 19 and 6 ppm). These results show that “Pox” samples already
contain a sufficient amount of Fe3+ ions for dislocation pinning confirming Gorum’s hypothesis about
the non-linear dependency of the dislocation velocity regarding the concentration of trivalent ions [33].
2.5. Strain Hardening in MgO Single Crystal
Dislocation-point defects interactions, dislocation dipoles and more generally dislocation reactions
can lead to strain hardening in MgO single crystals. Hulse and Pask have shown that MgO single
crystal can deform plastically down to very low temperatures, measuring a fracture strain of about 6%
at 77 K [14]. Surface analyses emphasize 90◦ shear bands that confirm the joint activity of two conjugate
1
⁄2<110>{110} slip systems as already observed in Day and Stokes’ work [7]. While the hardening
coefficient µθ (where θ and µ are, respectively, the stress strain derivative and the shear modulus)
ranges from ~200 to 1100 when increasing temperature up to 1273 K (see Figure 4), it remains constant
(for a given temperature) up to the fracture strain. Similar compression tests were performed by
Copley and Pask between 1273 K and 1873 K, with <100> and <111> compression axes. <100> tests
show a decrease of θ attributed to high-temperature restoring processes such as cross-slip and
dislocation climb.
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Figure 4. Strain hardening coefficient in MgO. White and black symbols refer to experimental data for
the 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100} slip modes respectively. Adapted from [8,14,44,45].

Up to highest temperatures, two conjugate 1⁄2<110>{110} slip planes control the deformation while
four of the six slip systems have the same (maximum) Schmid factors. Therefore, it is assumed that
two slip systems are surprisingly inhibited. On the other hand, dislocation interactions between
60◦ /120◦ slip systems are stronger than 90◦ reactions. The authors also refer to Kear’s calculation
about dislocation junction formation [46], i.e., two 1⁄2<110>{110} dislocations with 60◦ /120◦ oriented
Burgers vectors can react and make a junction following, e.g., Equation (1).



1
1
1
101 (101) + 011 (011) → 110 (112)
2
2
2

(1)

The resulting dislocation is of edge character, aligned along one of the <111> directions and can
eventually glide in {112} slip planes which were observed only under very high-stress conditions [13].
As dislocation junctions are obstacles to dislocation glide, shear bands observations can be interpreted
by a joint process of a pair of conjugated slip systems producing deformation in the same time than
making junctions, with remaining two least activated slip systems. While the decrease of θ at high
temperature can be attributed to restoring processes, the similar trend at low temperature can only be
justified by the weakening of the hardening processes.
<111> compression tests allow investigating strain hardening in 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems.
Results show higher value of θ when compared to {110} (5–10 times larger depending on temperature)
but a similar trend against temperature variations (see Figure 4).
2.6. High-Temperature Creep of MgO
At high temperatures, solids can be deformed by creep, i.e., under a constant load, following the
evolution of strain with time. The range of high-temperatures is conventionally considered to start at 0.5 × Tm
(Tm being the melting temperature). With a melting temperature close to 3100 K, MgO is a refractory
material and some applications (material for crucibles) are a consequence of its stability (physical and
chemical) at high temperature. Most creep tests were, as expected, performed at temperatures above
0.5 × Tm . However, very few were performed above 0.7 × Tm . Ruano and colleagues reviewed the creep
behavior of MgO single crystals compressed along <100> [47]. Creep of MgO can be described by a power
law with a stress exponent close to 5. A comparable behavior (3.8 < n < 4.5) was found for tensile creep
tests of <110> single crystals between 1200 and 1500 ◦ C [10]. Three-point bending tests on MgO single
crystals lead to similar results with a slightly wider range (4 < n < 7, see [48]). It is to be noted that similar
tests performed in Ref. [49] showed that the application of an electric field gives a transient acceleration
of the creep rate. However, very few studies have considered explicitly the implication of charged species
on the creep behavior. Recently, Mariani and collaborators [11] have shown using EBSD that dynamic
recovery by sub-grain rotation is the main recrystallization mechanism in MgO single crystals deformed at
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high strains. The activation enthalpy is usually reported to be in the range 320–400 kJ/mol. Under those
conditions, the dislocation density ρ is found to scale with the applied stress σ following the equation
ρ ∼ σm with m = 1.4 [50], or m = 2.15 [51]. At low stress (below 10 MPa) and usually above 0.6 × Tm ,
the creep rate of MgO single crystal may exhibit a stress dependence close to 1 [52]. Studies on polycrystals
lead to comparable results with however a stress dependence closer to 3 [53–55]. In one case [54], a much
smaller activation enthalpy was reported (213 kJ/mol) with a polycrystal characterized by a rather small
grain size (12 µm). Given the importance of iron-bearing MgO (ferropericlase) in Earth sciences, several
studies have also investigated the influence of this alloying element which does not seem to have a strong
influence on creep properties in this temperature range, at least up to 20% content [56,57].
These parameters suggest that single crystal MgO deforms at high temperature through
a dislocation creep mechanism. As described by Weertman, this creep regime involves dislocation
glide, which controls the strain-rate by inducing recovery and strain mechanisms [58]. The recovery
mechanism is usually controlled by climb of edge dislocations although Poirier pointed out that
cross-slip of screw dislocations could also control recovery and creep [59].
MgO is one of the ceramic material for which mechanical properties were the more intensively
studied in the mid-20th century. In the Section 3, we see how multi-scale simulations and modeling
were able to recently propose theoretically-based clarifications for most of the mechanical behavior
highlighted in experiments.
3. Multi-Scale Modeling of MgO Deformation
The numerical and multi-scale investigation of plastic deformation in MgO reflects a renewed
interest in the field of both materials (nano-mechanics, ceramics applications) and applications in
the Earth’s sciences. These studies all rely on the basic MgO dislocation core properties, down at
the atomic scale, which started to be described several decades ago, in the 1970s. In this section,
we first outline dislocation core modeling, from cluster-based embedded models up to the more recent
Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin (PNG) approach. Then, a short section will focus on dislocation mobility
and kink-pair modeling in MgO. The sensitivity of dislocation velocity to stress and temperature are
discussed. To conclude, a final section focuses on grain-scale plasticity modeling using dislocation
dynamics simulations, a meso-scale tool for the modeling of the collective behavior of dislocations.
3.1. Dislocation Core Modeling: Methods and Results
Over the last fifty years, only few studies focused on the dislocation (core) properties at the atomic
scale in MgO. One of the issues lies in the choice of an accurate interatomic potential to describe the core
configuration. Rigorous determinations often require the use of first-principles calculations. However,
this choice was not always numerically tractable for studies of dislocations due to the long-range stress
and strain field associated to these defects. Empirical potentials are thus often used to circumvent
this limitation. In ionic materials, classically, the pair potential involves coulombic interactions
(at long range), non-coulombic short-range interactions plus eventually polarization effects. In case of
MgO, short range interactions are usually described through a Buckingham term (a semi-empirical
description based on a Born-Mayer and a Van Der Waals term) [60]. In addition, as MgO is known
to exhibit a strong deviation from the Cauchy conditions, C12 = C44 , most accurate potentials go
beyond the description of central forces, using for instance a core-shell or a breathing shell model to
allow a rigorous treatment of polarization effects (e.g., [61]). A review of the different methodologies
used to model dislocation cores [62] shows that the three most common approaches were applied
to MgO: cluster-based embedded models, fully periodic dipole models and the semi-continuum
Peierls–Nabarro model. In the following, we review the literature according to these methods.
3.1.1. Cluster-Based Embedded Models
The earliest atomistic models of dislocation cores in MgO were proposed by Woo and co-workers at
the end of the 1970s [17,63–65]. Woo and colleagues performed simulations on isolated edge dislocations
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in the 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems. In their simulations, a straight edge dislocation is placed at a center of
a cylindrical central region where atoms are free to relax during energy minimization. To ensure that the
simulation corresponds to a single dislocation in an infinite crystal, an outer cylindrical region is added to
the boundary. In this boundary region, the atomic positions are well defined and kept fixed to the solution
of the dislocation displacement field given by linear anisotropic elasticity. Despite the various drawbacks of
the cluster approach with rigid boundary, Puls and Norgett [64] succeeded in stabilizing an edge dislocation
into two sets of symmetrical configurations corresponding to a core position in the minimum of the Peierls
potential (as shown Figure 5) and to a metastable core located on the top of the Peierls potential. They were
thus able to predict a Peierls energy barrier for a 1⁄2<110>{110} edge dislocation between 0.01 and 0.04 eV/b
(depending on the choice of the potential used to perform the simulation) which corresponds to a reasonable
Peierls stress estimation of a few hundreds of MPa.

Figure 5. Atomic configuration of a 1/2<110> edge dislocation. Reproduced from [64] with the
permission of AIP publishing.

Later, a similar cluster-based methodology was adopted by Watson [66] to simulate the atomic
arrangement around different screw dislocations with <100> and 1⁄2<110> Burgers vectors. Motivated
by the importance of dislocations in crystal growth, their study represents the first simulation of screw
dislocations in ionic systems.
3.1.2. Periodic Dipole Model
In a periodic dipole model, a dipole of dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors is placed
according to a periodically quadrupolar arrangement to minimize the residual strains in the simulation
volume [67]. The fully periodic dipole model was used in MgO in the recent study of Carrez and
colleagues [68] to take advantage of first-principles calculations. The 1⁄2<110> screw core structure
is shown in Figure 6 using a so-called differential displacement map [69] to reveal the details of the
atomic arrangement inside the screw core. As expected, due to the low critical shear stresses on
1
⁄2<110>{110}, the screw core structure is found almost entirely spread in {110}. A close inspection of
the atomic arrangement in the vicinity of the dislocation core shows that the spreading allows bringing
oppositely charged ions on top of each other (see Figure 6). To further accommodate the O-Mg bonds,

the screw core lying in a 110 glide plane is associated with a dilation state with an edge displacement

component restricted to 110 (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Differential displacement plot of 1⁄2<110> screw core at ambient pressure. As for a screw dislocation,
most of the displacements are along the direction of the Burgers vector (i.e., along the [110] direction of the
dislocation line), the dislocation core spreading can only be visualized by plotting arrows between pairs of
neighboring atoms with lengths proportional to the magnitudes of their relative displacements along [110]
as compared to ideal positions in the perfect crystal. Adapted from Ref. [68].

Figure 7. (a) Normal view to a screw dislocation line lying on a {110} glide plane. Only ions below and
above the glide plane are shown; (b) Edge displacement field at the center of 1⁄2<110> screw dislocation
core. Adapted from [68]).

3.1.3. Semi-Continuum Peierls–Nabarro Model
The Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model [70,71] is an efficient approach to describe dislocation cores
incorporating the equivalent of an inelastic atomic energy instead of explicitly treating the atomic scale
details of the core. In this model, a dislocation is viewed as a continuous distribution of infinitesimal
dislocations ρ of elementary Burgers vectors db with db = ρ(x)dx = (d f /dx0 )xdx, where f corresponds to
the disregistry of the dislocation. In an elastically isotropic system, each infinitesimal dislocation creates
a stress field which tends to extend the core. The equilibrium shape of the dislocation results then from the
balance between non-elastic restoring force and the elastic ones described above. Whereas, in the original
model, the restoring force used was an analytical sine function, Christian [69] demonstrated that it can be
approximated to the gradient of the so-called generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy. Thus, atomistic effects
are introduced in the PN model according to GSF calculations. The concept of the GSF energy (also called
γ-surface) was initially introduced by Vitek [72] to systematically explore the stacking faults in bcc metals.
The idea is to map out atomistic interaction energies across a shear plane as a function of any displacement.
Corresponding to a rigid shear of two half crystals, one over the other, this type of calculation has a low
CPU cost and is therefore feasible using first-principles simulations. It is worth noticing that repeating the
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same calculations with any empirical potential is also an interesting option to quantify the transferability of
any empirical potential to the proper description of atomic displacements within dislocation cores.
GSF energies for {100} and {110} in MgO were computed using either first-principles calculations or
several pairwise potentials [23,73,74]. In both planes, shear along 1⁄2<110> corresponds to the lowest energy
path (Figure 8). According to first-principles calculations [23], the maximum unstable stacking fault energy
along <110> ranges from 1.05 J/m2 in {110} to 2.46 J/m2 in {111}, with 2.18 J/m2 in {100} in between.
In the PN model, the dislocation core width can be calculated from a balance between restoring forces
derived from γ-surfaces and the elastic properties of the crystal. Thus, according to the respective γ-surface
energies for {110} and {100}, the 1/2<110>{100} edge dislocation is characterized by a smaller core width than
the one found for 1/2<110>{110} [23,74]. For the 1/2<110>{110} edge dislocation, solutions of the PN model
lead to a wide spreading of the dislocation core [73,74] in agreement with the early atomic configuration
suggested by Woo and collaborators [17,63–65]. This shows that, despite the various assumptions, the PN
model leads to a good description of the dislocation core geometry in case of planar core configurations.
To accurately model screw dislocation cores using the PN model, some of the intrinsic limitations like the
need to focus a priori on a particular slip plane have to be overcome [75]. A modified version of the PN
model, the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin (PNG) method [76], was applied in MgO to model the core structure
of the screw dislocation with 1⁄2<110> Burgers vector [23]. In this model, core spreading in several planes
can be considered simultaneously. Given this improvement, the screw core computed according to the PNG
approach perfectly matches the atomistic configurations depicted above [68].

Figure 8. MgO γ-surface for (a) {110} and (b) {100} slip modes computed with first-principles.
Adapted from [23].

One of the main achievements of the PN model is to provide reasonable estimates of dislocation
core sizes (e.g., Ref. [77]). However, equally importantly, the PN approaches allow one to evaluate the
Peierls stress. Classically in the PN model, the evaluation of the Peierls potential is performed by a discrete
summation of the γ-energy corresponding to the disregistry function of the dislocation core solution of the
PN equation (for instance [78]). The evaluation of the Peierls stress is however influenced by the numerical
scheme used for the discrete summation. Consequently, the various stresses computed according to PN
approaches in MgO agree with the order of magnitude but may show some discrepancies [15,18]. According
to the most recent evaluation [23], the Peierls stresses for 1⁄2<110>{110} are 150 MPa for screw and 80 MPa
for edge components. For 1⁄2<100>{100}, the Peierls stresses are 1600 MPa and 300 MPa for screw and edge
components respectively. For the two slip systems, the estimation of Peierls stresses are consistent with
the experimental determination discussed above and shown in Figure 2. Finally, as reviewed in Section 5,
the introduction of γ-surfaces calculated from first-principles at high pressures enable investigations of the
effect of pressure on the dislocation properties in MgO.
3.2. Dislocation Mobility in MgO
MgO is a material with reasonably high lattice friction, like for example in bcc metals (e.g., iron
and tungsten). Therefore, below the athermal temperature Ta , dislocation glide is controlled by
thermally-activated jumps of dislocation portions called kink-pairs, while phonon drag constrains
dislocation velocity at higher temperatures.
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3.2.1. The Kink-Pair Mechanism
In the thermally-activated regime, the dislocation motion over the Peierls potential is assisted by the
conjugate effect of stress and thermal activation (see, e.g., [79,80] for an extended description). During
this process, the dislocation does not move as a straight line but through the nucleation of kink-pairs.
The further propagation of the kinks along the dislocation line is responsible for the glide of the whole
dislocation. The theoretical description of dislocation motion involving the kink-pair mechanism was
successfully applied to the understanding of elemental deformation processes (see, for instance, [81])
in several materials, including bcc metals [82–89], covalent materials such as silicon [90–92] and ionic
materials [93–95], including MgO [23].
The kink-pair nucleation process is usually associated with a critical change in enthalpy that has
to be supplied by thermal activation under a given stress. The change in enthalpy ∆Hk , consisting of
three contributions, follows the general equation:
∆Hk = ∆Eelast + ∆Wp − Wτ

(2)

The two positive contributions, ∆Eelast and ∆Wp correspond respectively to the increase of the elastic
energy of the kinked dislocation line and to the increase of the Peierls energy due to the part of the line lying
on the Peierls barrier. These quantities are balanced by the work of the applied stress τ. Several theoretical
models, only differing by the treatment of the change in elastic energy, were proposed to evaluate the
critical kink pair nucleation energy ∆crit
k . Among these are the line tension (LT) model [29,96], the kink-kink
interaction model [97] and the elastic interaction (EI) model [98,99]. Atomistic simulations can also be
used to compute the critical nucleation enthalpy (e.g., [91]) or to evaluate the different energy components
involved in the LT model (e.g., [89]). Nevertheless, such approaches have not been applied to MgO up to
now. Instead, in Ref. [23], the EI model was used to numerically estimate the evolution of ∆crit
k as a function
of the applied stress.
The evolution of ∆crit
for screw components belonging to 1/2<110>{110} and 1/2<110>{100} is shown
k
in Figure 9. The nucleation of a double-kink on a 1/2<110>{110} dislocation requires a lower energy when
compared to 1/2<110>{100} which is consistent with the analysis of Takeuchi [4] based on experimental
mechanical data. For slip on {110}, the isolated kink energy Uk (corresponding here to 0.5 × ∆crit
k (τ = 0)) is
0.55 eV, in a rather good quantitative agreement with the activation energies of 0.2–1.0 eV, derived by the
measurement of the Bordoni peaks and accounting for the possible scatter induced by impurities [100].

Figure 9. Kink-pair activation energy (EI model) for screw dislocation in MgO as function of stress
(normalized by the Peierls stress). Adapted from [23].

More generally, the activation enthalpy for the kink-pair mechanism involves both nucleation and
migration of kinks. However, only one of the two processes generally act as a limiting factor. In the case of
MgO, according to the EI model, the kink Pairs widths are found to be larger than 50b. Such a large width is
not compatible with sharp rectangular kink pairs but more probably accounts for both the kink pair width
configuration plus the spreading of the two individual kinks [23]. It was then concluded that the individual
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kinks should be widely spread, bearing a low migration enthalpy barrier. Based on the Frenkel–Kontorova
model (e.g., Ref. [101]), for an individual kink width larger than a few b, one can show that the migration
energy would be at least of one order of magnitude lower than Uk. The kink-pair mechanism in MgO is
then assumed to be controlled exclusively by the nucleation of the kink-pair. Nevertheless, there is still
scope to improvement. With the rapid increase of atomistic simulation capabilities, the shape and energy of
kinks could be determined by atomistic simulations following the recent scheme proposed in bcc metals or
covalent materials (see [92,102–104] for instance).
3.2.2. Dislocation Glide Velocity
Based on the Guyot and Dorn formalism [29], the jump frequency of a dislocation in the
thermally-activated regime (T < Ta ) is defined by Equation (3).
ν(τ, T ) =

∗
νD b
L
exp−∆H (τ )/kT
w∗ (τ ) 2w∗ (τ )

(3)

where νD b/w∗ (τ ) is the oscillation frequency of a dislocation segment of length w∗ (τ ) and νD is the
Debye frequency. L/2w∗ (τ ) refers to the number of nucleation sites for kink-pairs and the exponential
term accounts for the kink-pair nucleation probability which can be either deduced from experimental
data following an inverse engineering process or computed using atomistic simulation as described in
the Section 3.2.1. Please note that this formalism is only valid when kink-pair nucleation is the limiting
process when compared to kinks propagation along the line.
Equation (3) only refers to forward kink-pair jumps. However, at low stress (e.g., close to Ta ),
the kink-pair nucleation process can proceed either along the forward displacement direction or along
the opposite one. In addition, it is obvious that Equation (3) does not go to zero at the zero-stress state.
To solve both inconsistencies, Nabarro [105] proposed to integrate kink-pair backward jumps using
a double-exponential equation leading to a new frequency definition:
ν(τ, T ) =

νD b
L
w∗ (τ ) 2w∗ (τ )



exp−∆H

+ (τ )/kT

− exp−∆H

− (τ )/kT



(4)

where ∆H + (τ ) and ∆H − (τ ) refer to forward and backward kink-pair activation energy, respectively.
Finally, based on Nabarro’s work [105], the dislocation mobility in the thermally-activated regime
is defined by reintroducing the Peierls potential periodicity a’ (Equation (5)). This formulation applies
specifically for each dislocation character and its validity for screw dislocations in MgO was confirmed
by experimental measurements in the case of 1⁄2<110>{110} dislocations [16,23].
ν(τ, T ) = a0 wν∗D(τb ) w∗L(τ ) exp−∆H0 /kT sinh



∆H0 −∆H ∗ (τ )
kT



(5)

On the other hand, beyond the athermal transition (T > Ta), lattice friction vanishes and the resulting
dislocation structure is characterized by more isotropically shaped defects, as shown by TEM micrographs
(see, e.g., Figure 3b). In this “fcc-like” regime, the velocity of dislocations is constrained by a viscous drag
that is attributed to the interactions between dislocations, phonons and electrons (Equation (6)).
ν(τ, T ) =

bτ
B( T )

(6)

where B(T) is a viscous drag coefficient generally in the range of 10−5 Pa·s in ionic crystals.
3.3. Grain-Scale Plasticity Modeling Using Dislocation Dynamics: On the Collective Behavior of Dislocations
3.3.1. Methods: 3D and 2.5D Dislocation Dynamics
Dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations are at the interface between atomic scale and continuum
approaches. They provide the link between physics-based plasticity laws (continuum elasticity theory)
and macroscopic deformation.
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In 3D simulations, the elementary unit is a dislocation segment or a node that bridges two dislocation
portions, depending on the chosen approach [106,107]. Therefore, while atomistic simulations commonly
refer to the nm-scale, DD simulations allow modeling volumes up to a few hundreds of µm3 including
large populations of dislocations. Many DD applications exist for the cases of nano-indentation [108],
precipitation hardening [109–111], fatigue [112] or micropillar compression [113–115], all applied whatever
the crystalline materials. Mainly, all DD codes follow similar calculation steps. After the definition
of a starting configuration (including sample design, dislocation density distribution and mechanical
setup), a stress or strain is applied. Then, forces between dislocations are computed (following isoor anisotropic elasticity) and an effective stress is defined on each dislocation portion as the sum of
each contributions, e.g., applied stress, line tension, lattice friction and neighboring stress fields. Finally,
dislocations displacements are solved iteratively using a dislocation mobility law (see e.g., Equation (5)
or Equation (6)) integrated using a simple time step that scales from 10−10 s up to approximately 10−6 s
depending on the problem under study. As inputs, DD simulations generally refer to crystallography,
temperature, elastic constants as well as dislocation core properties. The testing conditions are also obviously
required. In the evolution of the dislocation microstructure under stress, data such as stress–strain curves,
dislocation density evolution, plastic shear per slip mode as well as local stress maps are then easily obtained.
On the other hand, 2.5D simulations were developed in the early 90s [116–118] but are still used to
investigate particular questions, such as dislocation organization, mobility or diffusion-assisted plasticity.
In 2.5D DD simulations, dislocations are introduced as straight segments of constant length, all perpendicular
to a reference plane giving rise to a quasi-2D projection. When compared to 3D simulations, local rules
are introduced to describe dislocation multiplication, short-range interactions and junction formation to
reproduce at best the 3D dislocation evolution but using a simplified and “cheaper” (in terms of CPU
costs) framework. More details about 2.5D simulations can be found, e.g., in the recent study of Curtin
and collaborators [119].
3.3.2. Dislocation Interactions Mapping
Dislocation contact reactions are one of the key processes to understand strain hardening. They can
be computed using 3D-DD simulations based on Kroupa’s force equation (see, e.g., Ref. [79]) that
→

characterizes the attractive/repulsive character of the interaction F12 between two dislocations and the
line tension equilibration equation calculated at the triple nodes which defines the (ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) ensemble
favorable to the junction formation (Equations (7) and (8)).
→
F12

→

=

→

R12
→ → R12
l1 × l2
µ

→

  → → → →  → →  → →
1
b2 · l2 − b1 × b2 · l1 × l2 +
2 b1 · l1

1
1− ν

 → → →  → → → 
R12
R12
b2 × l2 · R
b1 × l1 · R
12

12

→

(7)

→

where l1 and l2 refer to unit line vectors of dislocations 1 and 2, respectively; b1 and b2 are Burgers
→

12
vectors; R
R12 is a unity vector along the force direction (i.e., along the shorter distance between the two
dislocations); and ν is the Poisson ratio.


2
f β j b2j = f ( β 1 )b12 cos( ϕ1∗ ) − f 0( β1 )b1 sin( ϕ1∗ ) + f ( β 2 )b22 cos( ϕ2∗ ) − f 0( β 2 )b22 sin( ϕ2∗ )

(8)


where f β j = 1 − νcos2 ( β) and β is the dislocation angle character.
These two equations lead to the definition of three configurations, i.e., the repulsive state,
the crossed attractive state and the junction state. In addition, attractive dislocations with the same
Burgers vector can lead to collinear annihilations. These simulations are driven by elastic energy
minimization and no applied stress is imposed. More technical details on dislocation reactions
can be found in [79]. The results of dislocation interaction mapping are independent of parent
dislocations lengths and the junction region (made of ϕ1 and ϕ2 favorable configurations) is increased
for energetically favorable configurations (Franck criterion). Finally, the junction strength τj scales
with µb/l j (with l j the junction arm length) depending on (ϕ1 , ϕ2 ). Interactions maps were computed
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for a wide range of materials as, e.g., in fcc and bcc metals [120–122], hcp structures [123,124], ice [125]
and minerals like olivine [126].
Figure 10, based on MgO slip system analysis, 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100} dislocations lead to
eight distinct types of interactions (see [45] for more details):

•

•

•

Three maps for the {110} mode (self-interaction + {110} junction + {110} crossed/repulsive states):
These reactions were investigated in Ref. [127] and show the possible formation of edge 1⁄2<110>
junctions between dislocations in 60◦ /120◦ oriented slip systems. Junctions are oriented along
<111> and belong to {112} slip planes. These dislocations could possibly justify {112} dislocation
slip observed during nano-indentation tests (see Section 4). Ninety-degree oriented slip systems
only lead to crossed or repulsive states.
Two maps (plus self-interactions) for the {100} mode ({100} junctions + coplanar interactions):
Coplanar interaction can lead to the formation of dislocation dipoles and only 90◦ oriented {100}
slip systems can make 1⁄2<110>{110} edge junctions oriented along the <100> directions.
Three crossed maps that involve one slip system from each {110} and {100} mode (collinear
interactions + crossed junctions + crossed/repulsive states): Collinear annihilations can occur
if dislocations with identical Burgers vectors interact what is the case for six combinations of
slip systems. Collinear annihilation is the reaction promoting the strongest of all possible forest
strengthening mechanisms [128,129]. Mixed junctions with 1⁄2<110> Burgers vectors can be made
out of 60◦ /120◦ oriented slip systems.

Figure 10. Interaction between dislocations in MgO modeled using DD simulations: (a) dislocation reaction
scheme leading to a junction; and (b) interaction matrix between 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100}. Indices
refer to slip systems as described Table 1. Numbers inside the matrix refer to each type of reaction i.e.,
1 is self-interaction; 2 and 3 are, respectively, {110} junctions and {110} crossed/repulsive states; 7 and 8
are, respectively, {100} coplanar interactions and junctions; 4 refers to collinear interactions; and 5 and 6
refer to {110} + {100} junctions and crossed/repulsive states that involve both slip modes. (c,d) Example of
dislocation reaction maps ({110} junction and collinear interactions). Black lines refer to the elastic solution
for dislocations interaction based on Equations (7) and (8). White and grey regions describe repulsive and
attractive areas. Symbols are DD simulation results where crosses are attractive crossed-states, circles refer to
repulsive states, filled circles are junctions and filled diamond are annihilations.
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3.3.3. Grain-Scale Deformation: On the Role of Temperature on MgO Single Crystal Flow
Only few DD studies were performed to investigate oxides’ deformation. In addition to the work
of Cordier’s group for mineral physics applications [23,45,126,127,130–132], one can refer to the work
of Chang and coworkers who investigated the plastic deformation of <111>-oriented LiF micropillars
from room temperature up to 600 K [113]. In this study, DD simulations predict a size-dependent
flow stress in the micrometer-size regime (“smaller is stronger”) in good agreement with experimental
results [133], see also Section 4.5.
In MgO, Amodeo and collaborators investigated the deformation of bulk MgO single crystal using
DD simulations [23,45]. In Ref. [23], the authors used the multi-scale approach described in Sections 3.1–3.3
to build a model able to mimic single crystalline compression tests for a large range of temperatures.
3D-periodic micrometer-sized sample were modeled including two dislocation distributions. In the
thermally activated-regime, as the CRSS is believed to be intrinsically controlled by the velocity of long screw
dislocations (Equation (5)), the simulation cells include only a single infinite (i.e., periodic) screw dislocation,
the cell volume being tailored according to a reasonable initial dislocation density of 1012 m−2. Only single
.
slip configurations were tested under compression at ε = 10−4 s−1 for T < Ta. Within the athermal regime
(T > Ta), simulations are performed in larger simulation cells including an initial dislocation microstructure
made of several dislocation sources (ρ = 1012 m−2) equally distributed between each slip system. Two sets
of orientations were tested to activate glide on the {110} and {100} planes independently.
As shown Figure 11, the conclusions of the study show that this atomistically-informed DD approach
can be used to describe bulk incipient plasticity in MgO single crystal, especially when compared to pure
(or heat-treated) samples. Modeled CRSS vs. temperature curves are in good agreement with experimental
data for the two slip modes, including the both thermal and athermal deformation regimes. While this study
appears as one of the first full-numerical model of single crystal plasticity (no experimental parameterization),
one can miss: (i) the lack of solute hardening processes in the model which are known to strongly influence
MgO plasticity at intermediate temperatures; and (ii) the distinction made between {110} and {100} modes
in bulk simulations (no multi-mode configuration tested).

Figure 11. CRSS for 1/2<110>{110} slip systems. Comparison of the multi-scale model of Amodeo et al.,
2011 (black line) [23] and experiments (symbols). The model is in better agreement with data found in pure
or heat-treated MgO (black symbols). Adapted from Ref. [23].

Finally, strain-hardening of MgO single crystals at high-temperature was investigated using a similar
DD simulation setup [45]. As in the case of fcc metals, MgO forest hardening is ruled by a Taylor type
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equation (Equation (9)) with moderated hardening coefficients α of about 0.24 and 0.28 respectively for {110}
and {100} slip modes. Such values are attributed to harder reactions as the 60◦ /120◦ {110} junction and the
{100} junction (see Figure 10).

√
τ f = αµb ρ

(9)

Strain-hardening rates were also computed and show a satisfactory agreement with
experiments [8,14,44] at 1000 K and 2000 K for both slip modes. Again, no multi-mode configurations
between slip modes were investigated.
3.3.4. Creep Modeling
Weertman creep based on dislocation glide and climb was recently modeled using DD. Due to the
additional computational cost associated with modeling diffusion, the models used are usually based
on 2.5D simulations [131,134]. An illustration is presented in Figure 12. Reali and collaborators [132]
used this approach to model creep in MgO. The chosen reference plane was (111) that contains the glide




and climb directions of the two investigated slip systems (with Burgers vectors 12 011 and 12 101 ,
gliding in (011) and (101) respectively) [132].

Figure 12. 2.5D-DD simulations. Black and red crosses refer to dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors.

The mobility of dislocations is determined by ascribing them relevant velocity laws. In MgO
2.5-DD simulations, Equation (6) (viscous drag equation) is used to describe the glide mobility of
dislocations in the athermal regime while the climb velocity is described by the following equation:
vclimb





D
τc Ω
c∞
=η
exp
−
b
kB T
c0

(10)

where η is a factor which depends on the geometry of the flux field; D is the diffusion coefficient of the
species which controls the process; Ω is the activation volume for self-diffusion; τc is the effective stress
resolved in the climb direction; c∞ is the vacancy concentration far from the dislocation lines; and c0 is
the intrinsic vacancy concentration at the temperature T considered. For more technical details, the
reader is invited to refer to Boioli and Reali’s studies [131,132].
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A major difficulty of these simulations is to handle two very different kinetics: the one of glide
and the one of climb. Both are associated with a characteristic time step. First, stress is applied and only
glide is allowed, all glide events being resolved using the time step for glide (which is the smallest).
The corresponding plastic strain is calculated. However, with glide only, the microstructure rapidly
reaches a quasi-equilibrium situation and plastic strain cannot proceed any further. Then, the mobility
is set to climb using the longer climb time step until at least one dislocation has climbed over a distance
b. The simulation is then switched back to glide and the process is repeated. Activation of climb
allows recovery processes such as annihilation, which in turn allow some dislocations to be freed and
glide again until a new jammed configuration is reached. The repetition of these processes leads to
a steady-state process, as shown by a constant rate of plastic strain evolution and a constant dislocation
density. As usually assumed in Weertman creep, these results demonstrate that the contribution of
climb to the total plastic strain is negligible, although this process controls the creep rate.
The creep rate being controlled by climb, it depends critically on the diffusion of the slowest
species. In MgO, it is usually assumed that oxygen diffusion is the slowest. The simulations
presented here were performed with the oxygen self-diffusion coefficients of Yoo and collaborators
(i.e., 5.2 × 10−20 m2 /s at 1700 K) [135]. The creep results are presented in Figure 13 where the plastic
strain rate is plotted versus strain and reciprocal temperature. These results show that the 2.5D-DD
model predicts a creep behavior which follows a power law of the type:


E
ε = ε0 σ exp −
kB T
.

.

n



with n = 2.9, and E = 300 kJ/mol which is in excellent agreement with experimental results.

Figure 13. Results of 2.5D-DD simulation of creep in MgO: (a) creep strain-rates as a function of stress;
and (b) creep strain-rates as a function of reciprocal temperature. Adapted from [132].

(11)
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MgO is one of the top most advanced ceramics in terms of multi-scale modeling of mechanical
properties and dislocation-based processes. Specific attributes that are crucial to explain plastic deformation
such as dislocation core, mobility and interactions were investigated using the more modern modeling
approaches (atomistic simulations, dislocation dynamics, and FEM), for a wide set of PT conditions.
While simulation and modeling approaches highlighted prior experimental observations, it allows today
opening new routes describing the mechanical behavior of MgO under extreme conditions, at the limit of
experimental capabilities. In the Section 4, we see how miniaturizing mechanical tests recently brought
additional perspectives on the elementary deformation processes of MgO.
4. Nano-Mechanical Testing of MgO
Nano-indentation testing is widely used for the determination of local mechanical properties
such as hardness and elastic modulus [136–139]. Thanks to the accurate control of the force and
displacement of the indenter tip, this technique is also used to induce local plastic deformation and
obtain load–displacement curves. For nanometer sized indents, the plastic deformation mechanisms
can be analyzed in terms of individual dislocations. Nano-indentation tests also allow to study
dislocation nucleation, since the volume involved during a nano-indentation tests is often small enough
to be free of pre-existing defects and thus of potential dislocation sources. MgO can be considered as
a model material for this kind of approach because of its reduced number of slip systems, and because
single crystals can be easily cleaved along a (001) plane (as mentioned in Section 1), providing well
oriented and very flat surfaces suitable for nano-indentation tests. There is also an extensive literature
on plastic dislocation structures generated during conventional micro-indentation tests in MgO.
In the following, a short review on micro-indentation in MgO is first presented to describe the general
dislocation organization around an indent. A second part describes the elementary dislocation mechanisms
in MgO around a nano-indentation imprint through slip line or etch pits analysis at the nanometer scale.
In the third part, dislocation nucleation is considered thanks to spherical nano-indentation. The fourth part
describes how the analysis and modeling of simple dislocation pile ups nucleated during a spherical
nano-indentation can be used to determine mechanical properties of the material such as the lattice friction
stress. Finally, the last part is dedicated to micro-compression tests performed with a nano-indenter equipped
with a flat punch on micropillars and nanocubes.
4.1. Micro-Indentation in MgO
Since MgO and relatives such as LiF or KCl are brittle at room temperature, micro-indentation test was
used early in the 1950s to introduce local plasticity [140,141]. The first analyses of the dislocation structure
around the indent were carried out by Keh [142] and Newey [143]. They used chemical etching to produce
etch pits on the surface at the emergence points of the dislocations. These micrometer size etch pits were then
observed by optical microscopy (Figure 14). These initial studies were then followed by TEM studies [144] to
identify the Burgers vector of the dislocation, as well as their organization in the volume around the indent.
The dislocations are organized along a height rosette arms pattern as shown in Figure 14. The four arms
oriented along the <110> directions correspond to dislocation half loops lying in {110}90 planes perpendicular
to the surface. Since these dislocations emerge with a pure edge character and a Burgers vector parallel to the
surface, their propagation does not produce any visible surface deformation around the indent. The four other
arms oriented along the <100> directions correspond to dislocation half loops lying in {110}45 planes inclined at
45◦ from the surface. For these ones, the dislocations emerge with a screw character, so that their propagation
gives rise to slip lines at the surface associated to a downward material displacement. The surface deformation
associated with these slip lines was analyzed using SEM by Armstrong and Wu [145] and by Chaudhri [146].
At the intersection of different rosette arms, dislocations reaction, according to Equation (1), are reported
by Keh [142,147]. These reactions lead to the formation of a Lomer lock supposed to be sessile for the
aforementioned reasons. This obstacle to further dislocation propagation was associated with crack opening
in {110}45 planes by Keh [147] and Hammond and Armstrong [148].
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Figure 14. Dislocation structure around a Vickers micro-indentation in a (001) MgO surface. (a) Optical
microscopy image of the etch pits pattern. The dislocations are organized in a rosette arms pattern
(from Keh [142]). (b) Etch pits pattern in cross section in a (010) plane (from Keh [142]). (c) Schematic
representation of the rosette arms dislocation structure (from Gaillard [149]). Images (a,b) are reprinted
with permission from AIP Publishing.

4.2. Nano-Indentation: Analysis of Elementary Deformation Mechanisms
The analysis of dislocation structures around an indent has gained a renewed interest since
the development of the nano-indentation technique in the 1990s. The increased sensitivity of load
and displacement control of the indenter tip allowed inducing very small amount of dislocations in
the material. Tromas et al. [150] used Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to observe the rosette arms
around a nano-indentation imprint. The accuracy of the AFM allowed to observe individual slip
lines in the <100> direction. Furthermore, its ability to measure heights at the sub-nanometer scale
was used to determine the exact number of dislocations involved in the slip lines, since for a single
dislocation the slip line height corresponds to the projection of the Burgers vector along the normal
to the surface. Similar slip line analyses around indents were performed in other materials with
the rock-salt crystal structure. In particular, Bennewitz and collaborators [151,152] produced and
characterized atomic-scale plastic deformation by means of atomic force microscopy in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) on (001) surfaces of Potassium Bromide (KBr) single crystals.
Figure 15 presents a comparison between the slip lines at the surface around a Berkovich indent (triangular
shape pyramid) observed by AFM and the dislocation structure in the volume observed by TEM [153].
These two observations are complementary since the slip lines only show the track left at the surface
by the emergence and the propagation of the dislocations. Interestingly, this feature provides an access to
the history of the dislocations, because the slip lines reveal the path that was followed by the dislocations.
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Figure 15. (a) AFM image; and (b) TEM image of two 3 mN Berkovich nano-indentation imprints in
a (001) MgO surface. The scale and the orientations are the same for both images. The AFM image
reveals the slip lines due to the emergence and propagation of dislocations while TEM reveals the
dislocation structure in the volume.

Following this property, Tromas and collaborators observed an isolated slip line with a three-stages
behavior around a Berkovich indent [13]. This line, which originates from a <100> rosette arm, is first
deflected at 26◦ along a <120> direction over a short extent, before deviating again to propagate along a <010>
direction perpendicular to its initial rosette arm (Figure 16). This threefold path was explained by the following
mechanism. A screw dislocation gliding in a {101}45 plane along the <100> direction reacts with a second
dislocation gliding in a {110}90 slip plane along a <110> directions. These two dislocations form a junction
along a <111> direction according to Equation (1). Due to the high stress induced by the indenter, this segment
glides in a {211} plane, leaving a slip line along a <120> direction at the surface, before cross-slipping into its
natural (011)45 slip plane. The dislocation can then easily glide in this new slip plane, leaving at the surface
a slip line along a <010> direction perpendicular to the initial rosette arm (see Figure 16). Thus, this observation
shows that the junction resulting from Equation (1) is not truly sessile and that the <110>{211} slip systems can
be activated at room temperature in MgO. Furthermore, after the cross slip, while the dislocation segment
reached its easy slip plane, its extremity is still pinned at a triple node formed by the two parent dislocations.
Tromas and colleagues showed that this configuration leads to the activation of a spiral source ensuring the
plastic deformation required for the indenter penetration [13].
Slip line analysis can thus provide detailed information about complex dislocation mechanisms that
would be difficult to reveal by TEM. The drawback of this approach is that only four of the eight rosette arms
can be observed, since the dislocations in the <110> directions do not produce any slip line. Furthermore,
the slip lines do not provide direct information of the 3D organization of the underlying dislocation
structure. Gaillard and collaborators [154] adapted the etch pits method of Gilman and colleagues [155] and
Shaw and collaborators [156] at the nanometer-scale. By an accurate control of the etchant concentration
and of the etching time, they produced nanometer-scale etch pits at the emergence points of the dislocations
and observed them by AFM. This technique was repeated sequentially in a same area after successive
chemo-mechanical polishing (CMP) stages. This so called nano-etching technique consists thus in a kind of
dislocation tomography, allowing to reconstruct, layer by layer, the 3D dislocation structure. Figure 17 shows
the etching patterns obtained at the surface and after successive CMP stages around a 80 mN Berkovich
indent. The eight rosette arms are observed and each individual dislocation can be resolved. The dislocation
reactions at the intersection of the rosette arms are also identified by following two etch pits along the
successive CMP stages. These two etch pits progressively combine to form a single one, which is then always
localized along the same <111> direction. The presence of Lomer junctions is also characterized by high
etch pits concentration in the adjacent rosette arms, due to dislocation pile ups induced by these junctions.
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Figure 16. On the left side: AFM image of a 2.6 mN load Berkovich indent in a (001) MgO surface.
A three-stages slip line is observed (enlarged view and schematic at the bottom). This trace shows the
complex path followed by a dislocation segment gliding in a (211) plane and then cross slipping in
a (011) plane (right side).

Figure 17. Left side: Successive AFM observations of the nano-etching pattern produced around an 80 mN
nano-indentation in MgO at the surface and after chemo mechanical polishing at −1360 nm, −3640 nm
and −4800 nm below the initial surface. Right side: Different junctions resulting from interaction between
dislocations from different rosette arms (from Gaillard [149]).

In MgO, as in many other materials, an indentation size effect (ISE) is observed. This significant
increase of the measured hardness for small indentations is often explained based on the Nix and Gao (NG)
model [157] that relies on the concept of geometrically necessary dislocations (GND). In the NG model,
the GNDs are contained into a hemispherical plastic zone with a radius equal to the contact radius. However,
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Feng and collaborators [158] observed that for a penetration depth lower than 200 nm, the NG model
overestimates the hardness in MgO. Following the work of Gaillard and colleagues [154], they applied
the nano-etching method to reveal dislocations around the indent and determine the size of an effective
plastic zone. Then, they have shown that the plastic zone radius was higher than the contact radius for
low penetration depth. They thus proposed a correction for the NG model to take into account the non
self-similarity of the plastic zone for low penetration depth. This result was strengthened by the work of
Huang and collaborators [159], even if they conclude that, for penetration depth as low as few nanometers,
the model is no longer valid since hardness measurements are scattered because of discrete dislocations
events. In 2009, Sadrabadi and coworkers [160] proposed a similar study of the ISE by nano-etching in CaF2,
another ionic crystal. Indentation size effect in MgO was also studied as a function of the temperature [161]
and after ion irradiation [162].
4.3. Incipient Plasticity: Pop-In and Dislocation Nucleation
In the nano-indentation load–displacement curves, the first plastic event in load-controlled experiment
is characterized by a pop-in phenomenon, i.e., an abrupt increase in the penetration depth [163–168].
In MgO, if the pop-in appears at different loads, it always makes the transition from an elastic behavior
to an elasto-plastic regime characterized by a master curve. This is clearly illustrated by Figure 18 where
different nano-indentation curves obtained with a Berkovich indenter in a (001) oriented MgO single crystal
are superimposed. This phenomenon, which is observed in many different materials, has aroused a great
interest since it is commonly associated to homogeneous nucleation of dislocations. It also must be pointed
out that the nanometer scale volumes of material involved in these nano-indentation experiments are very
well suited for mesoscopic and atomistic simulations [169–171].

Figure 18. Superposition of nano-indentation curves in MgO (Berkovich indenter). A pop-in, which can
appear at different loads, characterizes the transition from an elastic behavior to an elasto-plastic behavior.

Gaillard et al. [172] applied the nano-etching technique to study the dislocation structures
nucleated during nano-indentation tests that are stopped just after the pop-in in both MgO and
LiF. They first used a Berkovich indenter. In this case, they report that the dislocations are concentrated
in a small volume below the contact area between the indenter and the surface. They concluded that,
since a high number of dislocations are nucleated at the same time during the pop-in, dislocation
interactions leading to Lomer locks should be enhanced, which impedes the dislocation propagation
in the conventional rosette arm distribution. However, even if few dislocations are nucleated during
the pop-in, their concentration is still high when using a Berkovich indenter because of the sharpness
of the pyramidal tip. For a more accurate analysis of the dislocation nucleation phenomenon,
Tromas and colleagues [153] used spherical indenters with radius of curvature of few micrometers.
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In that case, the pop-in appears at very low penetration depth compared to the radius of the indenter.
The ratio of the contact area over the penetration depth is thus higher than in the case of a Berkovich
indenter. The dislocations structures nucleated during the pop-in with a spherical indenter are thus
extremely simple since they are limited to only one or two pile ups of few dislocations. In this
configuration, there are no (or few) dislocation reactions. Furthermore, the elastic contact between
a sphere and a plane is well described by the Hertz law [173,174], and the stress field distribution
can be determined analytically [175]. The dislocation structure can thus be compared to the stress
field generated by the indenter at the beginning of the pop-in, when they were nucleated (Figure 19).
From this comparison between the dislocation organization below the contact area and the mapping of
the resolved shear stress acting on the activated slip systems, Tromas and colleagues concluded that
these initial dislocation pile ups are nucleated at the point of maximum resolved shear stress, that is
along the indentation axis at a depth of 0.44 × ac , where ac is the contact radius for the 1/2<110>{101}45
slip systems, and at a radial distance of 1.1 × ac from the indentation axis and a depth of 0.65 × ac for
the 1/2<110>{101}45 slip systems [153].

Figure 19. (a) Nano-etching pattern, after removing a layer of 200 nm by CMP, of a spherical
nano-indentation stopped after the pop-in; (b) schematic of the corresponding dislocation structure;
and (c–e) schematic representation of the resolved stress field (Equation (12)) in the slip systems
<110>{110}45 (d) and <110>{110}90 (e). The stress field is presented in a plane of cross section (010)
containing the indentation axis. The contact circle is represented in blue.

While it is admitted that the pop-in phenomenon corresponds in many materials to dislocation
nucleation, there is still a debate on its nature: homogeneous or heterogeneous? The question is thus to
answer if the nucleation process is favored by pre-existing defects or not. The experimental difficulty is
thus to find a model material where the pre-existing defects can be accurately controlled and characterized
prior to indentation. As developed before, MgO single crystals can be easily cleaved, with a simple hammer
and a fine blade, providing flat and well oriented (001) surfaces. Under certain conditions, cleavage can
also generate a high dislocation density in a very thin surface layer [176–181]. According to the previous
work of Gilman and colleagues in LiF and MgO [179,180], Montagne and collaborators [182] used “slow”
cleavage in MgO to generate dislocations in the subsurface, the dislocation density being measured by
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nano-etching. The surface was then carefully polished by CMP to reach regions with different dislocation
density. With this method, it was thus possible to prepare flat (001) MgO surfaces with a controlled density
of (pre-existing) dislocations. By performing spherical nano-indentation, they observed that the existence of
pre-existing dislocations in the contact area between the indenter and the surface decreases the pop-in load.
Dislocation nucleation is thus promoted by pre-existing dislocations. However, after a careful analysis of
the dislocation structures by nano-etching, they showed that the effect of pre-existing dislocation was more
complex than expected (see Figure 20). Indeed, the dislocations nucleated during the pop-in do not result
from dislocation source activation or reactions with pre-existing dislocations. Furthermore, the organization
of the dislocation structures during the pop-in is still consistent with a nucleation event at the point of
maximum resolved shear stress, independently of the pre-exiting dislocations positions. They suggest that
the influence of pre-existing dislocations should be linked to their displacement in the indenter stress field
during the nano-indentation test.

Figure 20. (a) Initial surface first etched to reveal pre-existing dislocations and then indented with
a spherical indenter. The indentation was stopped after the pop-in; (b) Second etching on the initial
surface to reveal the dislocations nucleated during the indentation. The pre-existing dislocation are
clearly identified by bigger etch pits; (c) New nano-etching obtained after removing a layer of 120 nm
by CMP; (d) New nano-etching after removal of a 1100 nm total layer. The pre-existing dislocation half
loop αβ does not interact with the dislocations nucleated during the pop-in. However, this initial half
loop extends in the indenter stress field; (e) Superposition of the successive polishing and nano-ecthing
stages; (f) Schematic representation of the dislocation structure. Images are adapted and reproduced
from Ref. [182] with permission from Elsevier.
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4.4. Determination of the Lattice Friction Stress through the Dislocation Structure around a Spherical Indent
The complete analysis of individual dislocation positions in the indenter stress field can be
used to measure specific mechanical properties of MgO. Gaillard and collaborators [183] performed
spherical nano-indentation test in MgO, stopped just after the pop-in. They obtained very simple
dislocation structure limited to two pile ups of few dislocations: a first one oriented along a <110>
direction corresponding to dislocations emerging with an edge character, and a second one oriented
along a <100> direction corresponding to dislocations emerging with a screw character. The structure
consisted in dislocation half loops pile-up, so that the etch pits could be paired for each pile up.
Then, similar pile-ups were analytically modeled considering that the stress acting on each dislocation
is the sum of the external applied stress τa , the stress due to other dislocations in the pile-up τi ,
the image forces stress due to the surface τim and the lattice friction stress τ f .
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with θ the angle between the Burgers vector b and the line direction l of the dislocation [184].
The Lattice friction stress τ f is the parameter to be determined. This is thus a free parameter
which is adjusted by comparing the analytical calculation and the experimental observations of the
dislocation pile-up. At the equilibrium:
n
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A
=0
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In their calculation, Gaillard and coworkers introduced successively pairs of dislocation with opposite
Burgers vectors to model dislocation half loop, at the point of maximum resolved shear stress, i.e., where they
are supposed to nucleate according to the work of Tromas et al. [153]. Once all the dislocations were
introduced in the calculation, the indenter stress field is progressively decreased to model the indenter
unloading, and the pile-up relaxation is calculated. Finally, the calculated dislocation positions in the pile-ups
are compared to dislocation etch pits (see Figure 21). This calculation was performed for different lattice
friction stress values, until the calculated pile up length fits with the experimental observations. The lattice
friction stress in MgO at room temperature is 65 MPa for edge dislocations and 86 MPa for screw dislocations
i.e., values in the same range than {110} experimental CRSS measured under compression [14,18,21].
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Figure 21. Dislocation structure induced by spherical nano-indentation in MgO stopped just after
the pop-in: (top) analysis and modeling of a pile up of edge dislocations; and (bottom) analysis and
modeling of a pile up of screw dislocations. Images are adapted and reproduced from Ref. [183] with
permission from Elsevier.

4.5. Plasticity in MgO and Other Ionic Crystals Studied by Micro-Compression
Indentation of MgO was used extensively to study its deformation mechanisms. However,
although brittle fracture can be suppressed owing to the confining pressure [185,186], there are certain
drawbacks. The most important one is that it is not possible to directly distinguish the contributions of
the soft 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems and the hard 1⁄2<110>{100} slip systems unless a modeling approach
is used in conjunction with experiments on different crystal orientations [187]. The reason for this
is that the three-dimensional deformation underneath the indenter requires deformation on several
independent slip systems. The magnitude of the hardness often corresponds most closely to the
estimate of the room temperature hardness of the hard slip system, justified as this system may be the
limiting component in achieving the required deformation [188]. In contrast, the slip traces observed
at the surface belong to the soft slip system [145], which appears to accommodate the majority of
the deformation. Therefore, the hard slip system may only be identified by TEM, where the sample
preparation and large dislocation densities in indentation render such observations difficult [188].
Deformation after indentation in the hexagonal and therefore intrinsically anisotropic GaN as well as
in MgO are shown in Figure 22 to illustrate this effect.
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Figure 22. Geometry of slip in indentation and micro-compression. In indentation, multiple slip
systems are always required and may result in the activation of several equivalent (e.g., in MgO [145]
or very different systems, GaN [189]). In micro-compression, as in any single crystalline compression
test, both single (here MgO near [001]) and multiple slip orientations (here MgO aligned with [110],
see Ref. [190]) may be interrogated. Images are adapted and reproduced with permission from K.
McLaughlin [189], John Wiley and Sons, Inc. [145] and Cambridge University Press [190].

The simplest approach to avoid this issue is to change the test geometry and use uniaxial stresses
on single crystals instead. In uniaxial compression, CRSS on the individual slip mode may then be
obtained, as collated in Figure 2 from macroscopic tests. Unfortunately, this approach is limited to
conditions in which plastic deformation by dislocation glide is favored over cracking. For compression
along soft directions, in which the 1⁄2<110>{110} slip systems are activated, this is nearly always the
case. In contrast, in the hard direction near a [111] compression axis, where the Schmid factor on
the soft system diminishes, the uniaxial stress has to be increased until the CRSS of the 1⁄2 <110>{100}
system is exceeded. At low temperatures, this is normally preceded by the occurrence of fracture,
such that no CRSS for dislocation glide can be obtained. In Figure 2, this is evident from the lack of data
without cracking below 650 K [3,5]. In recent years, a new approach in mechanical testing has emerged,
which overcomes this challenge of suppressing brittle fracture at low temperatures: the down-scaling of
samples to the micrometer range in the so-called micro-compression technique [191,192]. As a general
trend, the idea is to test samples with a size lower than that of the plastic zone to favor ductility
before failure. More precisely, in uniaxial tests at small scales, cracking is suppressed due to two
reasons [193]: (i) small samples are statistically less prone to contain critical pre-existing flaws or these
would be more easily visible prior to testing; and (ii) where no pre-existing cracks exist, these have to
be nucleated and extended in order for fracture to occur. Analyses of the second point have shown
that indeed, fracture is often suppressed in small specimens and that if it does occur it is where slip
bands intersect (Figure 23) [190,193–195]. This is also seen in macroscopic observations of deformed
MgO [196] (Figure 23) and the geometry of slip then determines the nucleation of cracks. It can
be shown that a size effect exists where a crack splitting a pillar through the middle and that this
may be exploited to suppress unstable crack growth [193,194,197]. The most favorable condition for
this is single slip [193]. However, even where this cannot be achieved or multiple slip conditions
are reached, a size effect is nevertheless observed, resulting effectively in a substantial reduction
of the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature with size, i.e., the competition between deformation
by cracking and dislocation glide is shifted in favor of the latter. In testing micropillars at different
temperatures, this was shown on MgAl2 O4 spinel [198], where plastic deformation was achieved
more than 1000 ◦ C below the macroscopic brittle to ductile transition temperature. The yield stress
required to initiate substantial dislocation glide in small volumes increases as the size decreases
towards and below the µm regime [199]. However, this increase is relatively small in intrinsically hard
materials [200–202] and the critical stress for cracking increases more sharply [193,197].
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Figure 23. Suppression of unstable fracture in micropillars: (a) schematic drawing of the model relating size,
slip geometry and the splitting stress; (b) the size effects on critical stresses for a typical hard crystal showing
a transition from failure to plastic deformation; and an experimental geometry of this type in (c) silicon and
(d) GaAs as well as (e) at slip band intersections in macroscopic experiments in MgO. In single slip orientation
fracture can then be suppressed to the largest diameters, shown here for MgO in (f). Figures in (c) [195],
(d) [193], and (e) [196] reprinted with permission from Wiley, Taylor & Francis and Springer.

The micro-compression technique is therefore exceedingly powerful in resolving the deformation
mechanisms at temperatures below the macroscopic brittle to ductile transition temperature in brittle
materials, such as MgO, and also those which are difficult to obtain in bulk form, such as coatings,
manipulated surface layers, complex materials or phases which cannot be solidified as single crystals from
the melt [203–205].
A schematic illustration of the application of this method is given in Figure 24 and a review
covering its use on a much wider range of brittle crystals may be found in reference [200].

Figure 24. Schematic representation of a study of deformation mechanisms by micro-compression
and electron microscopy. After the choice of crystal orientation, pillars or specific size(s) are milled
and typically analyzed by SEM and EBSD. Where fracture is successfully suppressed TEM can further
elucidate the operative deformation mechanisms to correlate these with the stress–strain curves
collected during the experiment. SEM [206] and TEM [201] images as well as 3D-EBSD results [206]
and stress–strain curves [201] reprinted with permission from Elsevier and Taylor & Francis.
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This section is divided into three subsections: measurements of CRSS in MgO and related
crystals at room temperature using micro-compression, studies of the thermal activation of dislocation
motion in micro-compression and the extension of the technique to compression of nanocubes,
where dislocation nucleation governs deformation.
4.5.1. Measurements of CRSS in MgO and Other Rock-Salt Crystals at Room Temperature
Micro-compression experiments on single crystals allow the individual activation of the soft and
hard slip systems. The <111> orientation requiring the hard slip mode to operate is of particular interest
due to the difficulties outlined above in testing macroscopically at low temperatures. The critical
resolved shear stress of MgO for both slip modes, using crystals compressed in <100>, <110>, and <111>
direction, was determined by Korte and collaborators as shown in Figure 25. Similar results were
reported by Zou and Spolenak for compression along <100> in MgO [207]. As expected, the CRSS on
the soft mode is strongly overestimated owing to the size effect on dislocation glide. Several studies
covered the current understanding of this effect that is generally thought to be governed by the
effective dislocation line length and its statistical variation in a small volume [192,208], the exhaustion
of dislocation due to escape at the surface [209], image forces [210], the nucleation of partial dislocations
without the need to activate the trailing partial for slip distances in the pillar in the order of the
dissociation length [211] and finally the effect of Focused Ion Beam (FIB) induced defects on dislocation
nucleation and confinement [197]. In contrast to the soft slip system, the CRSS on the hard slip system
shows excellent agreement with an extrapolation of the macroscopic values towards room temperature.
This is consistent with findings in other hard materials [200] and with the idea that on the hard slip
system, the lattice resistance governs the magnitude of the yield stress and the effect of changes in line
length is relatively weak [133,200,201] as the relevant dimensions are of the order of a kink pair. This is
shown for a selection of materials ranging from metals over semiconductors to oxides.

Figure 25. The critical resolved shear stress of the soft 1/2<110>{110} and the hard 1/2<110>{100} slip
systems in MgO measured by micro-compression at room temperature along the <100>, <110> and
<111> orientations compared with measurements on macroscopic single crystals in <100> and <111>
orientation. A size effect on CRSS is observed on the soft slip system, while the previously unavailable
data on the hard slip system correspond well to the extrapolation from higher temperatures due to its
higher intrinsic stress level. Data from references [3,5,201].

This difference in the effect of size can be rationalized rather simply: most models of plasticity size
effect for a size regime of a few micrometers, i.e., where dislocation motion and multiplication rather than
nucleation are thought to be the dominant mechanism, consider the importance of only a limited number
and truncated single armed sources. Using such a model, a first estimate of the expected effect of size
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may be made using the statistical source length suggested by Parthasarathy and colleagues [212] with the
average source length λ taken as 0.2 times the pillar diameter. This leads to a stress contribution, most
simply assumed to be additive to the bulk strength, of the order of Gb/2λ, where G is the shear modulus.
Taking a commonly used pillar diameter of 2 µm, a shear modulus of G{110} = 101 GPa and G{100} = 155 GPa
for the two slip systems this amounts to 38 and 58 MPa on the soft and hard slip system, respectively. This is
of the same order of the expected CRSS in macroscopic crystals in the case of the soft slip mode, while in
the case of the hard slip systems, the contribution would be approximately 5% of the room temperature
value extrapolated from macroscopic high temperature data. Of course, the effects of ion milling point
and line defect densities and types, contributions of dislocation nucleation stresses, the uncertainties in
the pillar dimensions at small scales, their taper and the resulting inhomogeneous stress state (which may
give much higher local strain rates) are neglected in this simple estimate. Note that, in the data shown in
Figure 25, the effect of FIB damage should be approximately constant as the same material is milled and
simply compressed in different crystal directions. Despite these simplifications, this estimate does, however,
illustrate in an easy manner why a much stronger size effect is to be expected on the soft slip system, even if
the exact size of the effect is in fact still under debate in the literature. The importance of the lattice resistance,
governing the bulk strength above which a size effect becomes significant or not, was also shown using tests
at different temperatures in LiF [133] and other materials, such as bcc metals [213,214]. Owing to the large
difference in CRSS it is of course important to verify the operation of the hard slip system (normally achieved
by TEM, as in reference [201], see Figure 24) and address potential artefact encountered due to imperfect
misalignment. In MgO, 3D-EBSD was used to track deformation on secondary systems not detectable by
surface trace analysis [206]. Taking LiF as a model material, Soler and coworkers [215] assessed the effect of
misalignment in experiment and finite element models and Kiener and collaborators [216] collated a general
review on experimental constraints specific to micro-compression. Across these high strength materials,
a challenge remains to clearly distinguish the contributions of dislocation glide and nucleation regarding
the measured stresses. Indeed, the underlying activation volumes and critical stresses are much closer than
in the metals and surface alteration, e.g., by oxidation or FIB milling, is known to influence the measured
stress level and its scatter [197].
4.5.2. Rate and Temperature Dependence in Other Ionic Rock Salt Crystals
Following these initial tests initiated on MgO, there was a wider effort to characterize the ionic
rock salt crystals with LiF in the focus [133,215,217] using the same approach and including variable
temperatures [206,218,219] and rates [220,221] with a combination with simulation [133]. An excerpt
from these works is shown in Figure 26, highlighting the characteristics of the micro-compression
tests described above for MgO: an increase in flow stress with size, which becomes more pronounced
as the temperature is increased and, hence, the lattice resistance reduced [113,133]. A drop in stress
level consistent with thermal activation of lattice resistance controlled flow is confirmed in elevated
temperature tests [133] and variable rate tests yield an appropriate activation volume of several b3 [133].
A fit to a theoretical model describing the bulk strength, lattice resistance and size distributions
separately indeed also explains these results quantitatively (Figure 26b) [133].
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Figure 26. The effects of temperature, strain rate and size in LiF. (a) Experiments and discrete dislocation
dynamics simulations showing the drop-in flow stress with temperature and increasing size effects
towards lower overall stresses. These results are consistent with a size (source controlled) term and
a temperature dependent bulk term (governed by the lattice resistance) contributing to the measured
stresses at both (b) room and (c) elevated temperature. (d) Strain rate jump tests offer a consistent view
with an activation volume of the order of 10 b3 . Figures reproduced from Ref. [133] with permission
from Elsevier.

4.5.3. Dislocation Nucleation in Small MgO Volumes
Although the samples tested by micro-compression are very small, the volume is normally not
dislocation free, particularly where it was milled by FIB, or possesses a roughened surface from etching [133]
or lithography [222]. However, in some cases, it is possible to produce pristine samples which allow the
investigation of this rarely accessible regime [223–225]. Issa and colleagues [224] were able to obtain pristine
MgO nanocubes from burning Mg chips in air, tested them in-situ in the TEM and compared these results
with MD simulations [224,226] (Figure 27). In both simulations and experiments, the expected dislocations
on the softer {110} planes are observed and nucleation occurs at the expected locations, i.e., the edges
and corners of the cubes. In contrast to other tests, the modeled nucleation stress is very high and
a substantial curvature of the dislocation lines is observed (especially in the simulation). Thus, the dislocation
microstructures observed at the nanoscale, under a compression stress in the GPa range, may therefore
appear more similar those found at high temperatures [224].

Figure 27. Experiments in initially dislocation free MgO nanocubes inside the TEM. Stress–strain curves
and a corresponding TEM image at 7.3% strain with two MD simulation snapshots are showing 1⁄2<110>{110}
dislocations, which are in green. Figure reproduced from Ref. [224] with permission from Elsevier.
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In this section, we outline how various nano-mechanical methods in conjunction with electron
and atomic force microscopy were used to unravel the dominant plastic deformation mechanisms
in MgO. The local deformation, when limited to its very early stages, allows individual dislocation
analysis. A particular strength of these methods is the ability to extend the measurable range to room
temperature even in the hard directions. In micro-compression, a size effect on fracture facilitates the
study of plasticity, while, in indentation, it is the confining stress field provided by the surrounding
material that suppresses cracking. In this context, and in other common high-pressure situations for
MgO, such as in the Earth’s mantle, it is important to also understand the effect of hydrostatic pressure
on the crystal and the resulting deformation mechanisms. These is reviewed in Section 5.
5. High-Pressure Plasticity in MgO
Hydrostatic pressures in the GPa range induce drastic changes in the electronic, structural,
and mechanical properties of materials. A simple ionic salt such as NaCl, for instance, transforms from the
classical rock-salt structure (B1) into a cesium chloride structure (B2) at 20 to 30 GPa [227]. CsI, another
simple ionic salt at ambient conditions, transforms to a hexagonal-closed-packed structure at ca. 50 GPa [228].
In addition to this structural transition, CsI transforms from an insulator to a semi-conductor at pressure
of about 55 GPa and becomes metallic above ~100 GPa [229,230]. As such, hydrostatic pressure can have
a profound influence on the properties of matter.
MgO remains in the B1 structure over a wide pressure and temperature range. Recently, it was shown
that the B1 to B2 phase transition in MgO occurs at pressures of the order of 400–600 GPa [231,232] and that
it becomes metallic at even higher pressures [231]. Nevertheless, pressure already influences the properties
of MgO even below these extreme values. For instance, the elastic anisotropy of MgO reverses close to
15 GPa [233]: below 15 GPa, longitudinal and shear-wave propagations are faster along [111] and [100],
respectively, whereas above 15 GPa, the corresponding fast directions are [100] and [110]. Based on
considerations on elasticity and electronic polarizability, it was suggested that the primary slip plane of
MgO would change from {110} to {100} at increasing pressures [234].
The effect of pressure on materials properties can be counter-intuitive. It can also serve as a test
of current modeling capabilities and has implications for Earth and planetary sciences. As such,
plastic properties are being studied at pressures in the 10s of GPa range and above. This section
reviews current methods for such experiments, their capabilities/limitations and application to MgO.
Recent outcomes from simulations are be discussed.
5.1. Methods for HP Experiments and Simulations
5.1.1. Experimental Devices
The deformation-DIA (D-DIA) [235], Rotational Drickamer Apparatus (RDA) [236], and newly
developed Deformation T-Cup (DT-Cup) [237] are the three main large volume presses (LVP) used
for high pressure plasticity studies. All allow the controlled deformation of millimeter size samples.
The D-DIA is designed for deformation at constant pressure, both compressional and extensional,
at strain rates between 10−3 and 10−7 /s and, currently, up to 18 GPa and 1900 K [238]. The DT-Cup
allows for controlled deformation in axial geometry with experiments at about 20 GPa at 300 K and
10 GPa at 1100 K [237]. Finally, the RDA allows a large rotational shear deformation of the sample
up to pressures and temperatures over 27 GPa at 2150 K [239]. In the D-DIA and DT-Cup, the stress
boundary acting on the sample is axial [240] while, in the RDA, it may be considered as a combination
of simple shear and axial compression [241]. Depending on experiments, strains are measured directly
using X-ray radiography or can be reconstructed from changes in sample pressure or based on markers
placed inside the sample.
LVP allow for controlled deformation experiments but their P-T range does not yet reach over
30 GPa. The DAC, on the other hand, in combination with heating methods reach the terapascal at
ambient temperature [242] and 350 GPa at 6000 K [243]. DAC may not only impose pressure but also
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a compressive stress that produces elastic and plastic deformation. A limitation of the DAC is that
pressure and deformation cannot be decoupled. Despite these limitations, the DAC is a useful tool
for investigating plastic properties up to 300 GPa at ambient temperature [244] with developments
under way to allow for performing high-T experiments, either using resistive heating elements [245]
or lasers [246]. Stress in DAC experiments is typically assumed to be axial with cylindrical symmetry
around the compression direction [247] and with low pressure gradients across the sample. Note that
this assumption relies on the use of small samples and gasket confinement, unlike older experiments
that did not confine the sample within gaskets [248]. Sample strain along the diamond direction is
compressive. Radial strain is dependent on sample, gasket, and sample loading.
5.1.2. Data Collection
Because of structural and physical changes induced by P and T, analytical methods that can
be used in-situ as the sample is being deformed are often preferred. These in-situ analyses rely on
synchrotron radiation, either in the form of X-ray diffraction (XRD) or X-ray radiography (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Geometry for in-situ X-ray diffraction and radiography in high pressure deformation
experiments. The sample is deformed inside a high-pressure device (not shown) with the direction
of deformation perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam. In diffraction mode (a), the incident beam
is smaller than the sample and diffraction is collected on a detector perpendicular to the incident
beam. Features of the diffraction image are analyzed as a function of the azimuth angle δ. In imaging
mode (b), the incident beam is larger than the sample and its shape and dimensions can be measured
on the detector.

Typical experiments tend to investigate average properties inside a polycrystal, including strain
and strain rate, average stress, and texture. Others focus on single-crystals. In this case, experiments
measure the sample strain, strain rate, and average stress. In the D-DIA, RDA, and DT-Cup, sample
strain and strain rates are measured using X-ray radiograph images of the sample [249] (Figure 28).
Similar measurements were performed in the DAC in the radial diffraction geometry [250] with limited
use, however, since sample deformation is not controlled.
Deviatoric stress and texture are keys to quantify the plasticity of materials such as MgO. The stress
itself provides information about strength and can yield flow laws when combined with information on
strain rate. In-situ measurements of stress rely on methods derived from XRD residual stress analysis [251].
The basic principle is that the macroscopic sample stress induces a distortion of the Debye diffraction rings,
resulting from elastic strains within the sample. The elastic strains vary with orientation relative to the
applied stress direction and can be used to invert the macroscopic stress (Figure 29).
When a material deforms plastically, grains rotate under the action of dislocation glide on a given
plane. This gives rise to lattice preferred orientations (LPO) or texture. In a textured material, diffraction
intensities vary with orientation (Figure 29) and this can be used to invert the sample LPO [252].
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Figure 29. Typical in-situ X-ray data, collected on polycrystalline MgO at 2–5 GPa and 300 K at the
ID06 beamline of the ESRF [253]: (a) X-ray radiograph for measuring the sample size and macroscopic
strain; and (b) X-ray diffraction after 0% and 34% axial strain. Diffraction peaks of the MgO sample are
labeled. Other peaks are from the sample assembly. Variations of diffraction intensity with azimuth are
related to LPO. Variations of peak positions with orientation are a measure of the local state of strain.

5.1.3. Data Analysis and Polycrystalline Simulation Methods
Stress estimation from the diffraction data are often performed using equations derived
from linear elasticity [241,252,254]. However, there are limitations, as these equations do not
account for plastic deformation. Plastic deformation induces a local relaxation of stress, leading
to inconsistent stress interpretations with purely elastic models [255]. Plastic deformation can
be modeled, e.g., by comparing the strains measured using XRD to results of elasto-plastic or
elasto-visco-plastic self-consistent (EPSC or EVPSC) calculations that account for both elastic and
plastic relaxation [253,255,256] (see below). Assuming that the experimental textures arise from plastic
deformation, they can also be compared with the same polycrystalline plasticity simulations to obtain
information about the deformation modes operating in the sample [252]. Atomistically-informed
crystal plasticity finite-element modeling (CPFEM) can also be used to investigate the polycrystalline
mechanical response as well as the texture evolution [257].
E(V)PSC calculations rely on effective medium self-consistent methods, which treat each grain of
the polycrystal as an inclusion in a homogeneous but anisotropic medium (Figure 30). The properties of
the medium are determined by the average of all the inclusions. At each deformation step, the inclusion
and medium interact and the macroscopic elasto-plastic properties are updated iteratively until the
average strain and stress of all the inclusions equals the macroscopic strain and stress.
CPFEM produces the full-field response of the heterogeneous deformation inside a representative
volume element (RVE) of the polycrystalline aggregate [258]. Each grain is discretized into a large
number of finite elements and the stress response is computed at each integration point while
accounting for the local crystal orientation and constitutive equations. Consequently, each grain
deforms heterogeneously and the average stress and strain per grain depend on both the local lattice
orientation and the interaction with neighboring grains.
Parameters for both CPFEM and E(V)PSC are the sample starting texture, elasticity, applied deformation,
and plastic deformation modes. In their coupled XRD-EVPSC approach, Lin and collaborators [253] optimize
the agreement between experiments and simulations adjusting the list of active deformation modes and
their physical properties, i.e., their CRSS, including (sometimes) effects of hardening. Comparisons between
experimental and simulated textures (using VPSC, for instance) allow constraining the relative CRSS of the
deformation modes. Comparison between experimental and simulated microscopic strains (as measured from
diffraction) using E(V)PSC allows constraining the absolute values of the CRSS.
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Figure 30. Polycrystalline simulation. (a) In a polycrystal, stress and strain distributions are
heterogeneous. The behavior of each grain depends on its local environment, elastic, and plastic
properties; (b) In self-consistent models, each grain is treated as an elliptical inclusion inside
a homogeneous medium; (c) In CPFEM, while the whole polycrystal deforms according to boundary
conditions, each grain deforms due to a full-field approach where all grains are considered.

Finally, TEM is the method of choice for characterizing individual deformation mechanisms such
as dislocation types and microstructures for materials that are stable or can be brought back to room
pressure [259]. It can be used to analyze the types of deformation modes present in the sample but
also their arrangements and interactions [260]. As shown Sections 1 and 4, microscopy in the TEM or
in the SEM can also be used to characterize the grain sizes, shapes, and orientation distributions [253].
5.1.4. Effect of Pressure on Rheological Laws
The effect of pressure on materials rheology is typically analyzed using rheological laws such
as Equation (16).


.
Q + PV ∗
n
ε = Aτ exp −
(16)
RT
.

where ε is the strain rate, A is a constant, τ is the differential stress, n is the stress exponent, Q is the
activation energy, P is the hydrostatic pressure, V* is the activation volume, R is the gas constant, and T
.
is the temperature. In experiments, ε, P, T, and τ are measured. A, n, Q, and V* are obtained using fits
of Equation (16). In such formulation, the effect of pressure on rheology is captured by the value of the
activation volume.
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5.2. High-Pressure Plasticity of MgO and Iron Bearing (Mg,Fe)O
First, note that all experimental results presented below were performed at the strain rates
attainable in a static deformation experiment, between 10−6 and 10−4 /s. All quoted results are hence
given for these ranges of strain rates. Furthermore, the review is extended here to polycrystalline MgO
that is more adapted for high pressure plasticity and (Mgx ,Fe1−x )O as the effect of Fe is relevant for
deep planetary interiors.
5.2.1. Effect of P and T on MgO and (Mg, Fe)O Deformation Textures
Polycrystalline MgO compressed at ambient temperature up to ~50 GPa shows textures with
a concentration at 001 (Figure 31). A comparison between these observations and simulations using
VPSC models indicate that such textures are compatible with slip on 1⁄2<110>{110} [252,253].
In the study of Amodeo and colleagues [261], the authors investigate the pressure sensitivity of
dislocation cores in MgO from ambient up to 100 GPa hydrostatic P using the multi-scale modeling
approach described Section 2. Due to the increase of P, the 1⁄2<110> screw dislocation (the main
character for plasticity in MgO) reconstructs to further spread in the {100} slip planes at pressures
larger than 30 GPa. This pressure-induced atomic reconstruction induces a relative hardening of
the 1⁄2<110>{110} slip mode when compared to 1⁄2<110>{100}, i.e., at the grain scale, 1⁄2<110>{100} slip
becomes easier than 1⁄2<110>{110} at high-pressure (see Figures 32 and 33).

Figure 31. Illustration of polycrystalline MgO compression textures (IPF of the compression axis) at
various pressure modeled using the CPFEM approach, starting from a random distribution of crystal
orientations. Adapted from Ref. [257]. Black lines refer to grain orientation intensity; hydrostatic
pressure is indicated at the top left of each subfigure; and “60 GPa*” refers to a test for which the
sample starting texture was focused at 001 rather than random. The Exp (DAC) subfigure is adapted
from the experimental work of Merkel and collaborators [252].
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Figure 32.
Screw dislocation core (relative displacement mapping) and CRSS evolution
under hydrostatic pressure computed using the multiscale modeling approach of Amodeo and
collaborators [23,261]. (a–d) Screw dislocation core structure from ambient up to 100 GPa pressure
computed using the PNG model (see Section 2). Size of arrows refer to the relative displacement
amplitude of core atoms. Yellow regions emphasize larger atomic displacements. They show the core
spread variations i.e., from {110} spread at low-P to {100} at high-P. (e) CRSS for 1⁄2<110>{110} and
1
⁄2<110>{100} slip modes computed for various pressure conditions. Results adapted from [23,261].

Figure 33. Illustration of the predicted slip system activity in MgO single crystal vs. pressure and
temperature based on the multi-scale modeling approach of Amodeo and collaborators. Light and dark
grey areas refer to 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100} as dominant modes, respectively, while the white
region draws a PT region where both slip modes are effective. Adapted from [23,261].
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Nevertheless, this pressure-induced transition remains difficult to observe experimentally,
with confirmations in single crystal experiments [262] and in (Mg,Fe)O polycrystals at high temperature [263]
(see below). At 300 K, the reported texture maxima tend to remain at 001 [252,264]. In fact, recent
atomistically-informed CPFEM simulations including a constitutive model parameterization based on
Figure 32 data [261] show that polycrystalline textures are not as sensitive to P as expected. Indeed, similar
to the discussion in Section 4.5, the plastic activity in MgO polycrystals cannot be restricted to a single mode,
neither of the suggested slip modes provides enough freedom degrees to accommodate the polycrystal
macroscopic deformation. In CPFEM simulations, the transition from dominant {110} to dominant {100} slip
induces only slight texture variations from 001 compression texture at low-P to 001 + 011 texture at high-P
rather than a strict mode transition (Figure 31). It should also be noted that the strong 001 compression
texture induced by slip on {110} early in the compression in DAC experiments could inhibit further texture
evolution in experiments, even if slip on {100} becomes dominant at higher pressures as confirmed by
the simulation [257].
The addition of Fe into (Mg,Fe)O lowers the strength of the 001 compression textures with the
apparition of a secondary maximum at 011 for large Fe contents [265]. This could be associated to
a decrease of activity on 1⁄2<110>{110}, but also the fact that, as (Mg,Fe)O is more compressible than pure
MgO, a larger portion of the strain is accommodated elastically. Between 40 and 80 GPa, Fe in (Mg,Fe)O
undergoes electronic spin-pairing transition from a high-spin to a low-spin state [266]. The pressure at
which this transition occurs depends on stress state and exact Fe content of the material. It was shown,
however, that the 001 compression texture maximum remains in (Mg0.83 Fe0.17 )O compressed through
the spin transition up to 81 GPa [267], indicating that the spin transition in Fe has a limited effect on
the plasticity of (Mg,Fe)O.
Deformation textures were also investigated at higher temperatures but lower pressures.
At 300 MPa and up to 1400 K, (Mg0.80 Fe0.20 )O shows 001 and 011 compression textures [57].
This suggests that temperature plays a relevant role on deformation mechanisms of this material as this
type of textures could be induced by a switch of dominant 1⁄2<110>{110} to dominant 1⁄2<110>{100} slip
at higher temperatures. Shear deformation of (Mg,Fe)O also shows a change of textures with increasing
Fe content with a clear transition when the Fe content reaches 50% [264,268]. This indicates that indeed,
Fe-content does affect the plastic behavior of (Mg,Fe)O although the microscopic interpretation of
this effect of Fe on the fundamentals of plasticity in (Mg,Fe)O and dislocation structure remains to
be understood.
High-strain shear deformation of (Mg0.80 Fe0.20 )O at 300 MPa and temperatures between 1300 and
1400 K indicate textures compatible with slip on 1⁄2<110>{110} at low strain, with a change dominant
1
⁄2<110>{100} and 1⁄2<110>{111} at intermediate strains and, finally, strong recrystallization at the
highest strains [269]. Recrystallization aligns {112} with the shear plane and <110> with the shear
direction, which was interpreted again as the action of dominant slip on 1⁄2<110>{100} and potentially
1
⁄2<110>{111}.
Finally, the recent study of Immoor and coworkers [270] shows the compression textures of (Mg,Fe)O
up to combined pressures and temperatures of 80 GPa and 1400 K. These experiments indicate a shift
from a 001 to a combined (001 + 011) compression texture maximum as pressure and temperature increase.
The texture transition, which could be assigned to a change from dominant {110} to dominant {100} slip is
observed at ~1400 K at low pressure and for pressures above 50 GPa at ~1200 K.
5.2.2. Effect of P, T, and Fe on the Mechanical Properties of Polycrystalline MgO and (Mgx ,Fe1−x )O
The effect of hydrostatic pressure on MgO plasticity was first investigated up to 1 GPa and
750 ◦ C [271,272]. These studies showed that: (i) under ambient temperature MgO becomes ductile
between 100 and 200 MPa; (ii) that the ambient temperature strength beyond yielding increases
with confining pressure; and (iii) that the pressure sensitivity of the stress–strain curve becomes less
pronounced above 300 ◦ C. In all cases, the plasticity of MgO was shown to be dominated by slip in
1
⁄2<110>{110}.
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The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the polycrystalline rheological law was quantified by
experiments up to 10 GPa at temperatures up to 1600 K in the D-DIA [255,263,273–277]. Most of these
studies focused on establishing the stress–strain behavior and rheological laws for MgO. Under ambient
temperature and a pressure of 8 GPa [274] the measured strength is 4 GPa, with a sharp decrease above
1200 K, and down to a strength of ~200 MPa at 1400 K (Figure 34b).

Figure 34. Effect of P, T, and Fe content on the strength of polycrystalline (Mg,Fe)O. (a) Ambient
T strength of (Mg,Fe)O vs. P and Fe content. Solid lines are the diamond anvil cell experiments
for pure MgO of Merkel and colleagues [252] and Singh and collaborators [278]. Squares are the
multi-anvil press data for pure MgO of Weidner et al. [263] and Lin and collaborators [253]. Dashed
lines are the diamond anvil data for Fe-bearing (Mg,Fe)O of Tommaseo et al. [265] and Marquardt and
Miyagi [279]; (b) Strength of pure MgO vs. temperature measured at 8 GPa in the multi-anvil press by
Weidner and collaborators [263]; (c) Flow stress of pure MgO vs. pressure at 1473 K and 3 × 10−5 /s
from the multi-anvil press results of Mei and coworkers [273].

More recently, the creep behavior of MgO was investigated up to 10 GPa [273]. Based on their data and
stresses evaluated on the 200 diffraction line (see discussion above), the flow strength of MgO at 1473 K and
at a strain rate of 3 × 10−5/s increases from 80 MPa at 2 GPa to 200 MPa at 10 GPa, indicating an activation
volume V* = 2.4 ± 0.9 × 10−6 m3/mol (Equation (16), Figure 34c). Other parameters for their rheological
law are a stress exponent n = 3 and an activation energy Q = 72 ± 50 kJ/mol. Do note, however, that the
choice of the 200 diffraction line for stress evaluation is arbitrary and that stresses evaluated using the
111 reflection are about two times higher [273].
Under ambient pressure, pure MgO was studied multiple times up to pressure of
60 GPa [248,252,278,280,281]. From these studies, the strength of polycrystalline MgO was shown
to increase from 1 to ca. 8 GPa as the pressure is raised from ambient to about 9 GPa. The increase
in strength is much less pronounced at higher pressures, reaching 10 GPa at a pressure of 60 GPa
(Figure 34a). Earlier works of [248] lead to lower values of MgO strength but this deduction of stress is
probably based on improper assumptions regarding the sample stress state [282].
Interestingly, the addition of Fe into (Mg,Fe)O seems to change this behavior [265,267,279].
Between 40 and 80 GPa, Fe in (Mg,Fe)O undergoes electronic spin-pairing transition from a high-spin
to a low-spin state [266]. This transition leads to a reduction of the unit-cell volume which can induce
a reduction of the sample stress [267], although it is not always observed [279]. Measurements up to
100 GPa, however, seem to indicate that the strength of (Mg,Fe)O does not follow the same behavior
than that of pure MgO (Figure 34a), with a slow increase of strength up 3 GPa at a pressure of 20 GPa,
a sharp increase up to 10 GPa at 60 GPa, and a further increase up to 12 GPa at 100 GPa [279].
5.2.3. Experimental Identification of Individual Deformation Mechanisms
Comparisons between deformation textures in polycrystals and simulations such as VPSC are
often used to infer dominant deformation mechanisms at the single-crystal scale. There are limitations,
however, as: (i) deformation textures are not always sensitive to a change in dominant deformation
mechanisms; (ii) the solution from modeling such as VPSC can be non-unique; (iii) textures cannot
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be used to evaluate the absolute values of the slip system’s CRSS; and (iv) polycrystal deformation
includes effects of grain-to-grain interactions, microstructures, and hardening and, hence, can differ
from that of a single crystal. The identification of dominant deformation mechanisms in MgO
at high pressure can be further addressed using two methods: experiments on single-crystals,
and more advanced comparison between experimental results on polycrystals and polycrystalline
plasticity simulations.
Recent works in the D-DIA [262] focused on the effect of pressure on slip and dislocation in
MgO single crystals with the aim of testing the pressure-induced dominant slip system inversion
predicted by numerical models [261]. In these experiments, MgO single crystals are deformed in
orientations chosen to activate either slip on {110} or {100}, at temperatures between 1273 K and
1473 rac12<110>{110}, the activation volume is V* = 1.0 × 10−6 m3 /mol. For single crystals oriented
to favor slip on 1⁄2<110>{100}, the activation volume is close to zero. This implies that, as pressure
increases, the strength of slip on 1⁄2<110>{100} does not change while 1⁄2<110>{110} slip becomes harder.
The predicted inversion of dominant slip system in MgO based on these measurements is at ~23 GPa.
Uncertainties remain, however, on the relative plastic behavior of single-crystal and
polycrystalline MgO. Grain-grain interactions in polycrystals can fundamentally change their behavior.
Moreover, dislocation interactions between the different slip systems may change the behavior relative
to perfectly oriented single crystals. To address this issue, recent studies focused on the behavior of
polycrystalline MgO at ambient temperature, at strain rates of ~3 × 10−5 s−1 and pressures up to
5.4 GPa [253]. In this case, the experimental data is fully compared to EVPSC models to match not
only the measured textures but also the microscopic strains inferred from individual lattice planes.
Such a procedure provides much stronger constrains on the active deformation mechanisms and their
physical properties, i.e., CRSS and hardening. This study leads to a steady state CRSS of 1.2 and
3.2 GPa for 1⁄2<110>{110} and 1⁄2<110>{100}, respectively. However, their results are significantly larger
than results of numerical models on single crystals [261] and demonstrate the importance of strain
hardening or grain size effects in polycrystals.
As highlighted above, there are still many questions regarding the combined effects of pressure,
temperature on the plasticity of MgO. At present, works are under way to extend the measurements
into several directions: (i) larger P, T, and composition ranges [245,270]; (ii) finer interpretation of
the experimental data with polycrystal plasticity models [253]; and (iii) complex deformation history,
such as sinusoidal oscillations [283]. These works will allow, in the future, clarifying the combined
effects of P and T on MgO and (Mg,Fe)O plasticity.
6. Conclusions and Prospects
This review paper focused on dislocations and plastic deformation in MgO crystals and here is
an overview of the key-points covered:

•

•

•

•

Standard compression tests helped to describe dislocation-based plasticity processes in MgO in
the 1950s. Plasticity is controlled by screw dislocations gliding in soft 1⁄2<110>{110} and hard
1
⁄2<110>{100} slip systems and MgO is referred as a material with high lattice friction.
Atomistic simulations based on dislocation core calculation confirmed the key role of screw
dislocation for MgO plasticity. Multi-scale modeling approaches allow describing MgO plasticity
on a wide range of temperatures and pressures, up to the polycrystal.
The development of existing and novel experimental techniques since the 1990s, especially
with the development of tests at the micro- and nano-scales, allows investigating elementary
deformation processes providing a better description of dislocation mechanisms.
Experiments and modeling show that MgO is sensitive to pressure increases. Dislocation cores and
elementary deformation processes evolve under pressure inducing a softening of the 1⁄2<110>{100}
mode when compared to 1⁄2<110>{110}. This change has significant consequences on macroscopic
mechanical properties such as polycrystalline textures.
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The general understanding of MgO plasticity from both experimental tests at different scales
and multi-scale modeling opens new avenues to describe its behavior under stress and, in particular,
in the case of high hydrostatic pressure. While this is of particular importance for the prediction of
deep-Earth rheology, this may impact our view of ceramic plasticity, since it can occur for particular
loading conditions and/or small sample sizes in inorganic materials. This is now no longer restricted
to MgO, and plasticity of other inorganic materials (e.g., Alumina) in the form of nanoparticles was
shown to be possible. New paradigms in the process of ceramics can then be forecast as it is the case of
isostatic compression and shaping of ceramic green bodies at low or moderate temperature or the use
of external electric field to accelerate dislocation motion and thus improve plasticity. Playing with the
plasticity of inorganic crystals may thus to a certain extent open the door towards “plastic ceramics”.
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